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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

SEGA ANNOUNCES THE CRITICALLY ACCLAMED SEGA 
SOCCER SLAM FOR XBOX AND PLAYSTATION 2 

New Features Include Three New Secret Teams and New Mini-Games 

LOS ANGELES - Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) - (May 21 , 2002) - SEGA ®of 

America, Inc. announced today it will release the genre-defying "SEGA ® Soccer Slam™" 

for the Xbox™ video game system from Microsoft® and the PlayStation®2 computer 

entertainment system this fall. Produced by Visual Concepts Entertainment and 

developed by Black Box Games, the new versions of "SEGA Soccer Slam" build on the 

fast-paced gameplay and vibrant visuals of the critically acclaimed Nintendo 

GameCube™ original, with deep gameplay modes, three new secret teams, two additional 

mini-games and graphics that take advantage of the hardware capabilities of each 

console. 

"The announcement of 'SEGA Soccer Slam' for Xbox and PlayStation 2 

demonstrates SEGA's commitment to delivering its original content to new users across 

all video game platforms," said Tom Nichols, group director of sports marketing, SEGA 

of America, Inc. "The effusive style and entertaining gameplay in 'SEGA Soccer Slam' 

provides a high-quality gaming experience to video game and soccer fans alike." 

While multiplayer matches provide outrageous fun, the single-player gameplay 

experience in "SEGA Soccer Slam" is enhanced in the Xbox and PlayStation 2 versions, 

with the inclusion of a variety of modes and features. An added Challenge Mode and 

revamped Arcade Mode join existing gameplay modes such as the Continental Cup 

Quest, Practice and Tournament. In the Challenge Mode gamers can build their own 

teams by custom selecting individual players from any of the existing soccer squads and 

competing in special matches where players can unlock one of the three new secret 

teams. The Arcade Mode gives easy access to single exhibition matches, lets users mix 

and match players from various teams and play the two new mini-games. 
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"SEGA Soccer Slam" takes the world's most popular sport to hilarious new 

heights, with its zany cast of characters, each with their own skills and irreverent 

personalities. In this 3-on-3 kickfest, players perform lightning quick rushes upfield, 

intense, high-impact tackles and Matrix-style spotlight kicks to place the ball firmly in 

the back of the net. Detailed character and stadium models, featuring fully polygonal fans 

that passionately chant and wave their teams' flags ensure that the action off the field is 

as exciting as the action on field. 

"SEGA Soccer Slam" for Xbox and PlayStation 2 will be available at retailers 

nationwide this fall. The game is currently available for the Nintendo GameCube™. 

About SEGA 
SEGA ® of America is the American arm of Tokyo, Japan-based SEGA Corporation, a 3.5 billion corporation by market 
capitalization, recognized as a worldwide leader in interactive entertainment both inside and outside the home. The 
company develops, publishes and distributes interactive entertainment software products for a variety of hardware 
platforms including PC, wireless devices, and those manufactured by Nintendo, Microsoft and Sony Computer 
Entertainment Inc. SEGA of America's Web site is located at www.sega.com. 

"PlayStation" and the "PS" Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. TM,® and the 
Nintendo GameCube logo are trademarks of Nintendo. Microsoft, Xbox and the Xbox logos are either registered 
trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and/or in other countries and are used under license 
from Microsoft. Titles have not yet been concept approved by Sony Computer Entertainment America and Microsoft 
Corporation. 

# # # 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

SEGA REINFORCES ITS COMMITMENT TO BECOMING 
A LEADER IN SPORTS VIDEO GAMING 

SEGA Sports Set to Explode in 2002 with Cross-Platform Launches, Online Sports Games, 
New Athletes and Key Alliances 

LOS ANGELES - Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) - (May 21, 2002) - Accounting for more 

than 50 percent of SEGA ®of America, lnc.'s revenue, SEGA Sports™, the brand that continues 

to set new standards in sports video gaming, remains a cornerstone of SEGA's business. To 

reaffirm the company's commitment to SEGA Sports, SEGA will concentrate on a four-tiered 

approach to maintain the momentum and success of this unparalleled sports brand. In 2002, 

SEGA Sports will deliver all key sports to all key platforms; continue to sign A-list cover 

athletes; listen to the consumer to make SEGA Sports games the most realistic and authentic on 

the market; and execute an innovative sports marketing program that resonates with the 

consumer. 

"Last year we launched our critically acclaimed SEGA Sports games across all new 

console systems and proved to the competition that we've 'come to play' as a dominant force in 

sports content," said Peter Moore, president and COO, SEGA of America, Inc. "Since sports 

games make up approximately half of our revenue, we are more committed than ever to 

delivering what the consumer wants and making our sports franchises the best on the market." 

As part of its commitment to delivering all key sports to all key platforms, SEGA Sports 

will ship a compelling roster of new sports titles such as "SEGA Sports TM NFL 2K3 ," "SEGA 

Sports TM NBA 2K3," "SEGA SportsT" NHL 2K3," "SEGA SportsrM NCAA® College Football 
TM @ 2K3," and hoops newcomer "SEGA Sports NCAA College Basketball 2K3" for the 

PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system, the XboxTM video game system from Microsoft® 

and Nintendo GameCube"'. In addition, "SEGA Sports NFL 2K3," "SEGA Sports NBA 2K3" 
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and "SEGA Sports NCAA College Basketball 2K3" will be playable online on Xbox and 

PlayStation 2. 

"SEGA Sports has always been one step ahead of the rest of the industry by being the 

first to market with online console gaming and by creating sports games infused with authenticity 

and great gameplay," said Greg Thomas, president of Visual Concepts Entertainment. "In our 

'SEGA Sports 2K3' series you're going to see us continue to push consoles to their limits by 

creating games that blow away existing boundaries of realism." 

Keeping in line with its mission to work with standout athletes that have redefined their 

sport, SEGA also recently announced the "drafting" of four superstar cover athletes for the 2K3 

lineup, including New York Yankees® slugger Jason Giambi for "SEGA Sports™ World Series® 

Baseball," Chicago Bears linebacker and two-time Pro Bowl pick Brian Urlacher for "SEGA 

Sports NFL 2K3," 2001 Heisman®Trophy Winner Eric Crouch for "SEGA Sports NCAA 

College Football 2K3" and Philadelphia Flyers center and USA Olympic Hockey Team star 

Jeremy Roenick for "SEGA Sports NHL 2K3." These additions to the SEGA Sports cover 

athlete "Hall of Fame" reinforce a standing commitment to align SEGA Sports games with 

athletes who represent their sport through talent and dedication, expanding an already impressive 

list of athletes which includes basketball luminary Allen Iverson and tennis greats Venus and 

Serena Williams. 

As further proof of its promise of listening to the consumer and delivering the most 

realistic sports video games on the market, a multi-year deal between SEGA of America, Inc. and 

ESPN, Inc. was announced recently, which will make SEGA Sports ' critically acclaimed video 

game franchises more authentic than ever before. By adding compelling ESPN presentation 

features, such as its easy-to-recognize score boxes and replay sequences, the line between a 

SEGA Sports game and a sports television telecast will be further blurred, adding greater 

authenticity to the games. 

Delivering hard-hitting sports marketing for more than ten years, SEGA Sports will tum 

up the heat in 2002 with a multi-million dollar marketing campaign to support all of its titles 

across all video game platforms. Key marketing efforts will include massive television 

advertising campaigns; major sponsorships including the SEGA Sports Las Vegas Bowl; 

promotional tie-ins with ESPN to take advantage of the SEGA Sports/ESPN alliance; expansive 

-- more --
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print advertising campaigns; promotions with key retailers; and a presence at consumer events 

such as the NFL Super Bowl and the NBA All-Star Game. SEGA Sports is also unveiling a new, 

enhanced logo as part of an effort to further expand visibility for the brand. For a sneak peak of 

the new logo, log on to: ftp://segapr.segaamerica.com/SEGA_Sports/ 

About Sega 
SEGA ® of America is the American arm of Tokyo, Japan-based SEGA Corporation, a 3.5 billion corporation by market 
capitalization, recognized as a worldwide leader in interactive entertainment both inside and outside the home. The company 
develops, publishes and distributes interactive entertainment software products for a variety of hardware platforms including PC, 
wireless devices, and those manufactured by Nintendo, Microsoft and Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. SEGA of America's 
Web site is located at www.sega.com. 

"PlayStation" and the "PS" Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.™, ® and the Nintendo 
GameCube logo are trademarks of Nintendo. Xbox is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other 
countries. ESPN is a trademark of ESPN, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

© 2002 NFL Properties LLC. Team names and logos are trademarks of the teams indicated. All other (NFL-related marks) are 
trademarks of the National Football League. Officially Licensed product of PLAYERS INC. The PLAYERS INC logo is a 
registered trademark of the NFL players. www.nflplayers.com © 2002 PLAYERS INC. 

World Series is a trademark owned by the office of the Commissioner of Baseball and may not be reproduced without written 
consent. Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. 
Visit the official Major League Baseball website at MLB.com © MLBPA - Official Licensee, Major League Baseball Players 
Association. Visit the Players Choice on the web at www.bigleaguers.com © SEGA CORPORATION, 2002 © MLBP 2002 / 
MLBPA 2002. 

NHL and the NHL Shield are registered trademarks of the National Hockey League. All NHL logos and marks and team logos 
and marks depicted herein are the property of the NHL and the respective teams and may not be reproduced without the prior 
written consent of NHL Enterprises, L.P. © 2002. All rights reserved. Officially Licensed Product of the National Hockey 
League. © NHLP A. NHL 2K3 is an Officially Licensed Product of the NHLPA. NHLPA, National Hockey League Players' 
Association and the NHLP A logo are trademarks of the NHLP A and are used under license by Sega of America, Inc. 

The NBA and individual NBA member team identifications used on or in this product are trademarks, copyrighted designs and 
other forms of intellectual property of NBA Properties, Inc. and the respective NBA member teams and may not be used, in 
whole or in part, without the prior written consent of NBA Properties, Inc. © 2002 NBA Properties, Inc. All rights reserved. 

The "Officially Licensed Collegiate Products" label is the exclusive property of The Collegiate Licensing Company. The 
"Collegiate Licensed Product" label is the property of the Independent Labeling Group. NCAA, the NCAA logo, and NCAA 
Basketball are trademarks or registered trademarks of National Collegiate Athletic Association. The NCAA Football logo is a 
registered trademark of the NCAA licensed to NCAA Football USA, Inc. All names, logos, team icons, and mascots associated 
with the NCAA, universities, bowls, and conference are the exclusive property of the respective institutions. Reisman Memorial 
Trophy and likeness of the actual trophy are registered service marks owned by the Downtown Athletic Club under registration 
numbers 936,853 and 935,852 respectively. Reisman and Reisman Trophy Award are service marks owned by the Downtown 
Athletic Club of New York City, Inc. 
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SEGA IS FIRST AND ONLY PUBLISHER TO DELIVER ONLINE 
CONTENT TO ALL NEW NEXT-GENERATION CONSOLES 

SEGA Announces Ten Online Titles for Nintendo GameCube, PlayStation 2 and Xbox; 
And Delivers the First Online Titles for Nintendo GameCube and Xbox 

LOS ANGELES - Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) - (May 21, 2002)- SEGA ®of 

America, Inc. today announced that it will again raise the bar for the industry as the first 

and only company to bring online content to all new next-generation console platforms 

including Nintendo GameCubeTM' PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system and the 

Xbox™ video game system from Microsoft®. Additionally, SEGA will deliver the first 

online game for Nintendo GameCube with "Phantasy Star™ Online: Episode I & II" and 

the first online game for Xbox with "SEGA Sports TM NFL 2K3." 

As the company that created the first-ever online console game in 2000 for SEGA 

Dreamcast™, SEGA has developed and delivered over 15 online console games in the last 

two years - more than any other video game company. Building upon its extensive online 

experience, SEGA also announced the first eight games in its second-generation online 

lineup for the new console systems including "SEGA Sports™ NFL 2K3," "SEGA Sports™ 

NBA 2K3" and "SEGA Sports™ NCAA® College Basketball 2K3" for PlayStation 2 and 

Xbox; "Phantasy Star™ Online" (working title) for Xbox; and "Phantasy Star™ Online: 

Episode I & II" for Nintendo GameCube. Additional titles will be announced at a later 

date. 

"SEGA is the undisputed industry leader when it comes to online console gaming," 

said Peter Moore, president and COO, SEGA of America, Inc. "While other publishers are 

taking their first steps in online console gaming, SEGA is already running full speed ahead, 

shipping our sixteenth title before they even ship their first." 

-- more --
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The first eight online titles announced in SEGA's online lineup for the new 

next-generation consoles include: 

• "SEGA Sports1 M NFL 2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox) -The first-ever online console 
game, "SEGA Sports'M NFL 2Kl," returns for the 2003 season, this time on 
PlayStation 2 and Xbox ! 

• "SEGA Sports™ NBA 2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox) -The critically acclaimed 
basketball franchise takes it to the hardwood online on PlayStation 2 and Xbox. 

• "SEGA Sports™ NCAA® College Basketball 2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox) - The 
TM @ 

newly added "SEGA Sports NCAA College Basketball 2K3" brings college 
hoops online for the first time on PlayStation 2 and Xbox ! 

• "Phantasy Star™ Online" (working title) (Xbox) - "Phantasy Star Online" makes its 
way to Xbox. 

• "Phantasy Star™ Online: Episode I & II" (Nintendo GameCube) - The latest version 
of the award-winning online global RPG that sparked a gaming phenomenon, 
"Phantasy Star Online" makes its way to Nintendo GameCube. 

• Two additional online titles will be announced in 2002. 

About Sega 
SEGA ® of America is the American arm of Tokyo, Japan-based SEGA Corporation, a 3.5 billion corporation 
by market capitalization, recognized as a worldwide leader in interactive entertainment both inside and 
outside the home. The company develops, publishes and distributes interactive entertainment software 
products for a variety of hardware platforms including PC, wireless devices, and those manufactured by 
Nintendo, Microsoft and Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. SEGA of America's Web site is located at 
www.sega.com. 

"PlayStation" and the "PS" Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.™,® 
and the Nintendo GameCube logo are trademarks of Nintendo. Xbox is a trademark of Microsoft 
Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

© 2002 NFL Properties LLC. Team names and logos are trademarks of the teams indicated. All other (NFL
related marks) are trademarks of the National Football League. Officially Licensed product of PLAYERS 
INC. The PLAYERS INC logo is a registered trademark of the NFL players. www.nflplayers.com © 2002 
PLAYERS INC. 

World Series is a trademark owned by the office of the Commissioner of Baseball and may not be reproduced 
without written consent. Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of 
Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. Visit the official Major League Baseball website at MLB.com © 
MLBP A - Official Licensee, Major League Baseball Players Association. Visit the Players Choice on the web 
at <www.bigleaguers.com> © SEGA CORPORATION, 2002 © MLBP 2002 I MLBPA 2002. 

-- more --
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The NBA and individual NBA member team identifications used on or in this product are trademarks, 
copyrighted designs and other forms of intellectual property of NBA Properties, Inc. and the respective NBA 
member teams and may not be used, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of NBA Properties, 
Inc. © 2002 NBA Properties, Inc. All rights reserved. 

The "Officially Licensed Collegiate Products" label is the exclusive property of The Collegiate Licensing 
Company. The "Collegiate Licensed Product" label is the property of the Independent Labeling Group. 
NCAA, the NCAA logo, and NCAA Basketball are trademarks or registered trademarks of National 
Collegiate Athletic Association. The NCAA Football logo is a registered trademark of the NCAA licensed to 
NCAA Football USA, Inc. All names, logos, team icons, and mascots associated with the NCAA, 
universities, bowls, and conference are the exclusive property of the respective institutions. Heisman 
Memorial Trophy and likeness of the actual trophy are registered service marks owned by the Downtown 
Athletic Club under registration numbers 936,853 and 935,852 respectively. Heisman and Heisman Trophy 
Award are service marks owned by the Downtown Athletic Club of New York City, Inc. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

SEGA HIGHLIGHTS SEVEN SHOW-STOPPING GAMES 
AT ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT EXPO 2002 

Authentic Sports Games and Blockbuster Franchises 
Lead Stunning Multi-platform Lineup 

LOS ANGELES -Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) - (May 21, 2002)- SEGA ®of America, 

Inc, will showcase seven show-stopping games for new next-generation consoles as part of its 

lineup of more than 20 games at E3 2002. SEGA' s game lineup includes the return of four 

blockbuster entertainment franchises, "Shinobt'," "Super Monkey Ban™ 2," "ToeJam and Earl 

III™: All Funked Up" and "Panzer Dragoonrn ORTA," plus breathtaking new versions of 

acclaimed SEGA Sports™ titles "SEGA SportsrM NFL 2K3," "SEGA Sports™ NBA 2K3" and 

"SEGA Sports TM World Series® Baseball." 

"SEGA's lineup speaks for itself," said Peter Moore, president and COO, SEGA of 

America, Inc. "As a platform-agnostic content publisher, our 11 development studios are 

empowered to deliver the best games to all new consoles, and with titles like 'SEGA Sports NFL 

2K3' and 'Shinobi' on the horizon, it's clear that SEGA is poised to further solidify its position 

as one of the world' s most dominant publishers." 

SEGA's premium lineup features titles for the PlayStation®2 computer entertainment 

system, the Xbox TM video game system from Microsoft® and the Nintendo GameCubeTM. 

• "Shinobi™" (PlayStation 2): The legendary ninja returns, hunted by demons, haunted 
by the dead and hindered by the very rage that spurs him on in this latest installment of 
one of SEGA's most revered action franchises. Players take the role of Hotsuma as he 
battles through the demon-filled streets of a post-apocalyptic Tokyo, running on walls, 
summoning Ninja magic and mastering an arsenal of ancient weaponry on a quest to 
avenge his clan. Available this fall. 

-- more --
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• "Super Monkey Ban™ 2" (Nintendo GameCube): SEGA is on a roll! Hot on the heels 
of the runaway success of the original "Super Monkey Ball™," the ultimate party game is 
back. Jam-packed with 12 addictive Party Games, a new story mode and more than 150 
stages, "Super Monkey Ball 2" delivers the ultimate in addictive multiplayer action. 
Available this fall. 

• "ToeJam & Earl™ III: All Funked Up" (Xbox): In "ToeJam & Earl III: All Funked 
Up," ToeJam, Big Earl and their hot new homegirl Latisha embark on a mission to 
retrieve the 12 sacred Albums of Funk, stolen by the dysfunctional inhabitants of the 
planet Earth. Gamers will explore sprawling environments as they master the ways of 
Funk-Fu and battle towards the ultimate showdown with the evil Anti-Funk. Along the 
way, they'll collect present power-ups of almost endless variety, take on harrowing side 
quests and generally get down with their bad selves in a massive, wickedly funny Xbox 
exclusive adventure. Available this fall. 

• "Panzer Dragoon™ ORTA" (Xbox): Years ago, a legacy was born that ruled the skies. 
This fall, the Dragon will rise again. Gamers take to the skies aboard their own dragon for 
intense aerial combat through massive branching stages as they battle to save humanity 
from the brink of extinction. Dragons morph in real time, allowing players to constantly 
change their fighting styles as they master devastating techniques that influence both the 
action and the storyline in this thrilling Xbox exclusive. Available this fall. 

• "SEGA Sports™ NFL 2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox, Nintendo GameCube): The series 
that redefined the standards of football gaming returns for a brand new season, with a 
totally revamped franchise mode, drastically improved AI and brilliant new graphics 
featuring redesigned 3D stadiums, updated player and facial models and hundreds of new 
animations. "SEGA Sports NFL 2K3" is the cure for gridiron fans everywhere, whether 
your squad happens to be the Super Bowl champion New England Patriots, or the 
expansion Houston Texans. Available this summer. 

• "SEGA Sports™ NBA 2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox, Nintendo GameCube): SEGA 
Sports will once again establish new levels of realism and entertainment in the basketball 
genre. Building on its critically acclaimed roots, the ultimate hoops simulation, which 
brought uncompromisingly authentic gameplay to basketball fans, steps onto the court for 
another year with hundreds of new animations including highlight-reel quality dunks and 
dynamic cross-over moves, redesigned player models and arenas and a revamped street 
mode. Available this fall. 

• "SEGA Sports™ World Series® Baseball" (Xbox): "SEGA Sports World Series 
Baseball" delivers authentic baseball action in dazzling graphical detail, while a deep and 
innovative franchise mode lets you control complete player movement and management 
transactions, providing enough stats data for the most hardcore fan of America's National 
Pastime. Featuring the new Cooperstown Collection TM License, which lets you play as or 
against 25 legendary ballplayers, as well as classic uniforms for all 30 Major League 
teams, "SEGA Sports World Series Baseball" provides the ultimate in baseball 
simulation. Available this summer. 

-- more --
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Other games being featured in the SEGA booth at E3 include, "SEGA Sports rM NHL 

2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox, Nintendo GameCube), "SEGA Sports™ NCAA® College Football 

2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox, Nintendo GameCube), "SEGA Sports™ NCAA® College Basketball 

2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox, Nintendo GameCube), "SEGA Sports™ Tennis" (PlayStation 2), 

"Crazy Taxi™ 3: High Roller" (Xbox), SEGA GT™ 2002" (Xbox), "The House of the Dead™ 

III" (Xbox), "Beach Spikers™" (Nintendo GameCube), "Phantasy Star™ Online Episode I & 

II"(Nintendo GameCube), "Gungrave™" (PlayStation 2), "SEGA Bass Fishing™ Duel" 

(PlayStation 2) and "Ferrari® F355™ Challenge" (PlayStation 2). 

For more information about any of the above titles, including screen shots, please visit the SEGA 

FTP site: ftp://segapr.segaamerica.com/. 

About Sega 
SEGA ® of America is the American arm of Tokyo, Japan-based SEGA Corporation, a $3.5 billion corporation by 
market capitalization, recognized as a worldwide leader in interactive entertainment both inside and outside the 
home. The company develops, publishes and distributes interactive entertainment software products for a variety of 
hardware platforms including PC, wireless devices, and those manufactured by Nintendo, Microsoft and Sony 
Computer Entertainment Inc. SEGA of America's Web site is located at www.sega.com. 

TM, ® and the Nintendo GameCube logo are trademarks of Nintendo. 

"PlayStation" and the "PS" Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Some titles 
have not yet been concept approved by Sony Computer Entertainment America. 

Xbox is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are 
the property of their respective owners. 

© 2002 NFL Properties LLC. Team names and logos are trademarks of the teams indicated. All other (NFL-related 
marks) are trademarks of the National Football League. Officially Licensed product of PLAYERS INC. The 
PLAYERS INC logo is a registered trademark of the NFL players. www.nflplayers.com © 2002 PLAYERS INC. 

World Series is a trademark owned by the office of the Commissioner of Baseball and may not be reproduced 
without written consent. Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of Major 
League Baseball Properties, Inc. Visit the official Major League Baseball website at MLB.com © MLBPA - Official 
Licensee, Major League Baseball Players Association. Visit the Players Choice on the web at www.bigleaguers.com 
© SEGA CORPORATION, 2002 © MLBP 2002 I MLBPA 2002. 

NHL and the NHL Shield are registered trademarks of the National Hockey League. All NHL logos and marks and 
team logos and marks depicted herein are the property of the NHL and the respective teams and may not be 
reproduced without the prior written consent of NHL Enterprises, L.P. © 2002. All rights reserved. Officially 
Licensed Product of the National Hockey League. © NHLP A. NHL 2K3 is an Officially Licensed Product of the 
NHLPA. NHLPA, National Hockey League Players' Association and the NHLPA logo are trademarks of the 
NHLP A and are used under license by Sega of America, Inc. 

The NBA and individual NBA member team identifications used on or in this product are trademarks, copyrighted 
designs and other forms of intellectual property of NBA Properties, Inc. and the respective NBA member teams and 
may not be used, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of NBA Properties, Inc. © 2002 NBA 
Properties, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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The "Officially Licensed Collegiate Products" label is the exclusive property of The Collegiate Licensing Company. 
The "Collegiate Licensed Product" label is the property of the Independent Labeling Group. NCAA, the NCAA 
logo, and NCAA Basketball are trademarks or registered trademarks of National Collegiate Athletic Association. 
The NCAA Football logo is a registered trademark of the NCAA licensed to NCAA Football USA, Inc. All names, 
logos, team icons, and mascots associated with the NCAA, universities, bowls, and conference are the exclusive 
property of the respective institutions. Heisman Memorial Trophy and likeness of the actual trophy are registered 
service marks owned by the Downtown Athletic Club under registration numbers 936,853 and 935,852 respectively. 
Heisman and Heisman Trophy Award are service marks owned by the Downtown Athletic Club of New York City, 
Inc. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

SEGA SHOWCASES BLOCKBUSTER GAME LINEUP AT E3 2002 

Delivering More Than 20 Games Across All New Next-Generation Consoles, 
SEGA Shows its Strength as a Content Publisher 

LOS ANGELES - Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) - (May 21, 2002) - Illustrating its 

power as a platform-agnostic content publisher, SEGA ® of America, Inc. will feature a 

blockbuster lineup of more than 20 entertainment and sports games in the SEGA booth at 

this year' s Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3). Featuring titles for the Nintendo 

GameCube™, PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system and the Xbox™ video game 

system from Microsoft®, this year's E3 lineup reinforces SEGA's commitment to 

delivering industry-leading content across all platforms. 

"SEGA is proud to announce this exciting lineup of quality content across all 

platforms after just over one year as a platform-agnostic content publisher," said Peter 

Moore, president and COO, SEGA of America, Inc. "With a string of recent hits 

including 'Sonic Adventure™ 2 Battle,' 'SEGA Sports™ NBA 2K2' and 'Virtua Fighter™ 

4,' and a first-class lineup of entertainment and SEGA SportsrM titles slated for release 

this year, it is clear that SEGA is quickly establishing itself as a leading global content 

provider." 

This year at E3, SEGA will feature entertainment titles including: 

• "ShinobfM" (PlayStation 2): The legendary ninja returns, hunted by demons, 
haunted by the dead and hindered by the very rage that spurs him on in this latest 
installment of one of SEGA's most revered action franchises. Players take the 
role of Hotsuma as he battles through the demon-filled streets of a post
apocalyptic Tokyo, running on walls, summoning ninja magic and mastering an 
arsenal of ancient weaponry on a quest to avenge his clan. Available this fall. 

-- more --
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• "Super Monkey Ban™ 2" (Nintendo GameCube): SEGA is on a roll! Hot on 
the heels of the runaway success of the original "Super Monkey Ball™," the 
ultimate party game is back. Jam-packed with 12 addictive Party Games, a new 
story mode and more than 150 stages, "Super Monkey Ball 2" delivers the 
ultimate in addictive multiplayer action. Available this fall. 

• "ToeJam & Earl™ III: All Funked Up" (Xbox): In "ToeJam & Earl III: All 
Funked Up," ToeJam, Big Earl and their hot new homegirl Latisha embark on a 
mission to retrieve the 12 sacred Albums of Funk, stolen by the dysfunctional 
inhabitants of the planet Earth. Gamers will explore sprawling environments as 
they master the ways of Funk-Fu and battle towards the ultimate showdown with 
the evil Anti-Funk. Along the way, they'll collect present power-ups of almost 
endless variety, take on harrowing side quests and generally get down with their 
bad selves in a massive, wickedly funny adventure. Available this fall. 

• "Panzer Dragoon™ ORTA" (Xbox): Years ago, a legacy was born that ruled 
the skies. This fall, the Dragon will rise again. Gamers take to the skies aboard 
their own dragon for intense aerial combat through massive branching stages as 
they battle to save humanity from the brink of extinction. Dragons morph in real 
time, allowing players to constantly change their fighting styles as they master 
devastating techniques that influence both the action and the storyline in this 
thrilling Xbox exclusive. Available this fall. 

• "Crazy TaxfM 3: High Roller" (Xbox): The king of crazy driving games is back 
and taking to the streets of Glitter Oasis with new cars, new drivers and new 
thrills in this Xbox exclusive. Whether it's making crazy money, conquering the 
new batch of mini-game challenges or trying out new tricks in the completely 
overhauled West Coast and Small Apple levels, "Crazy Taxi 3: High Roller" 
guarantees the best odds to beat the house. Available this summer. 

• "SEGA GT™ 2002" (Xbox): Prepare for the definitive car racing simulation. 
"SEGA GT 2002" features more than 125 classic and contemporary high 
performance vehicles, which were created using the exact handling and 
performance specifications from their real-life counterparts. Players can fill their 
garage with tricked-out cars and trophies as they race their way through the 
SEGA GT circuit. Classic car buffs can also drool over "Chronicle Mode" where 
they can take to the streets in the hottest muscle cars from the '60s, '70s and '80s. 
Available this fall. 

• "The House of the Dead™ III" (Xbox): Prepare for the ultimate in horror. In 
"The House of the Dead Ill," players will battle the undead as they explore a post
apocalyptic wasteland. Gamers can shoot up the undead as they travel different 
routes and advance the storyline, uncovering new secrets and hidden areas along 
the way. Available this fall. 

-- more --
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• "Beach Spikers™" (Nintendo GameCube): Bump! Set! SPIKE! SEGA's 
"Beach Spikers" delivers intense beach volleyball action for up to four players 
and showcases beautiful female athletes as they battle it out under the fierce 
summer sun. Gamers will have to cooperate and compete as they take control of 
bikini-clad beauties and go two-on-two at the net. Available this summer. 

• "Phantasy Star™ Online Episode I & II" (Nintendo GameCube): The award
winning "Phantasy Star Online" sparked a worldwide gaming phenomenon. Now 
the world of PSO is coming to Nintendo GameCube. "Phantasy Star Online 
Episode I & II" will be the first online game available on the Nintendo GameCube, 
and will feature all-new gameplay modes and exclusive new content. The new 
split-screen feature allows four friends to adventure through the main quest, as 
well as the other gameplay modes, on the same Nintendo GameCube. New 
character classes, weapons, enemies, items and quests are only a portion of the 
new content waiting to be discovered. Episode I includes all of the content from 
the original PSO and PSO ver.2, while Episode II brings an exclusive new full
length adventure to the Nintendo GameCube. The evolution of the original 
revolutionary gaming experience continues. 

• "Gungrave™" (PlayStation 2): "Gungrave" casts gamers as "Grave," a dark 
hero who fights alone to annihilate a mysterious criminal organization that 
controls the city. With over-the-top action sequences ripped straight from intense 
Japanese animated films, "Gungrave" delivers some of the fastest, most stylish 
action to ever grace a console. Employing twin handguns and a huge coffin as 
weapons, players fight their way through six intense varied stages, destroying 
everything in their way. Available this fall. 

• "SEGA Bass Fishing TM Duel" (PlayStation 2): "SEGA Bass Fishing Duel" 
focuses on fun, carefully balancing the addictive arcade gameplay from the 
original hit game with an added level of realism, including real-life lakes and their 
complete ecologies. Players can go head-to-head against other armchair anglers 
in new Tournament competitions or play against AI opponents that are more than 
happy to motor out on to the lake and challenge gamers to go bass for bass in a 
fishing tournament. Available this fall. 

• "Ferrari® F3SS™ Challenge" (PlayStation 2) : Racing fanatics, Ferrari lovers 
and speed-junkies unite! "Ferrari F355 Challenge" provides everything players 
need to push the limits of the awesome Ferrari F355 on the world's fastest 
racetracks. Even amateur drivers can get up to speed using the unique Assist 
function to hone their skills step-by-step. Available this fall. (Game not yet 
concept approved.) 

-- more --
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SEGA Sports will also feature titles including: 

• "SEGA Sports™ NFL 2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox, Nintendo GameCube): The 
series that redefined the conventions of football gaming returns for a brand new 
season, with a totally revamped franchise mode, drastically improved AI and 
brilliant new graphics featuring redesigned 3D stadiums, updated player and 
facial models and hundreds of new animations. "SEGA Sports NFL 2K3" is the 
cure for gridiron fans everywhere, whether your squad happens to be the Super 
Bowl champion New England Patriots, or the expansion Houston Texans. 
Available this summer. 

• "SEGA Sports™ NBA 2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox, Nintendo GameCube): 
SEGA Sports will once again establish new levels of realism and entertainment in 
the basketball genre. Building on its critically acclaimed roots, the ultimate hoops 
simulation, which brought relentlessly authentic gameplay to basketball fans, 
steps onto the court for another year with hundreds of new animations including 
highlight-reel dunks and fancy dribble moves, redesigned player models and 
arenas and a revamped street mode. Available this fall. 

• "SEGA Sports™ NHL 2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox, Nintendo GameCube): 
Building upon the acclaimed "NHL 2K" series, SEGA Sports is proud to bring to 
the passionate hockey fan the next level of authenticity in hockey video games -
"SEGA Sports NHL 2K3." Highly adaptive AI and a variety of new gameplay 
options, including advanced line controls and a redesigned franchise mode, 
defines this fast-paced game. "SEGA Sports NHL 2K3" brings the player closer 
to the ice than any hockey title ever before. Available this fall. 

• "SEGA Sports™ NCAA® College Football 2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox, 
Nintendo GameCube): College football is about tradition, pageantry and the 
purity of the game. "SEGA Sports NCAA College Football 2K3" embodies all of 
those things, as this year's game features dramatic improvements including new 
player models, completely redesigned stadiums, all 25 college bowl games and a 
revamped Legacy mode where gamers can recruit key high-school stars and 
compare lifetime records against other collegiate programs in the historical 
rankings system. Available this summer. 

• "SEGA Sports™ NCAA® College Basketball 2K3" (PlayStation 2, Xbox, 
Nintendo GameCube): SEGA expands its library of sports simulations by 
bringing its dominant basketball lineage to the college hardwood, where athletes 
compete for the love of the game and school pride and pageantry takes 
precedence. Complete with more than 300 Division I teams, authentic rankings 
system including a weekly top 25 and bubble watch, classic and custom 
tournaments and a comprehensive Legacy Mode, "SEGA Sports NCAA College 
Basketball 2K3" delivers the ultimate college basketball experience in its 
freshman season. Available this winter. 

-- more --
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• "SEGA Sports™ World Series® Baseball" (Xbox): "SEGA Sports World Series 
Baseball" delivers authentic baseball action in dazzling graphical detail, while a 
deep and innovative franchise mode lets you control complete player movement 
and management transactions, providing enough stats data for the most hardcore 
fan of America's National Pastime. Featuring the new Cooperstown Collection™ 
License, which lets you play as or against 25 legendary ballplayers, as well as 
classic uniforms for all 30 Major League teams, "SEGA Sports World Series 
Baseball" provides the ultimate in baseball simulation. Available this summer. 

• "SEGA ®Soccer Slam™" (Xbox, PlayStation 2): The irreverent style and fast
paced gameplay of "SEGA Soccer Slam" lands on the Xbox and PlayStation 2 
this fall. Featuring added gameplay modes including the new Challenge Mode, 
three new secret teams and two additional mini-games, the new versions of 
"SEGA Soccer Slam" delivers even more entertaining arcade-style gameplay and 
features brilliant visuals that take full advantage of the hardware capabilities of 
each console. Available this fall. 

• "SEGA Sports™ Tennis" (PlayStation 2): The acclaimed arcade and Dreamcast 
tennis franchise brings its signature pick-up-and-play controls, stunningly realistic 
player models and incredibly detailed venues to the PlayStation 2 this summer. 
Featuring a World Tour Mode with various mini-games, addictive four-player 
doubles action and 16 internationally ranked men and women's tennis players, 
"SEGA Sports Tennis" hits the proverbial sweet spot. Available this summer. 

For more information about any of the above titles, including screen shots, please visit 
the SEGA FTP site: ftp://segapr.segaamerica.com/. 

About Sega 
SEGA ®of America is the American arm of Tokyo, Japan-based SEGA Corporation, a $3.5 billion 
corporation by market capitalization, recognized as a worldwide leader in interactive entertainment both 
inside and outside the home. The company develops, publishes and distributes interactive entertainment 
software products for a variety of hardware platforms including PC, wireless devices, and those 
manufactured by Nintendo, Microsoft and Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. SEGA of America's Web 
site is located at www.sega.com. 

TM, ® and the Nintendo GameCube logo are trademarks of Nintendo. 

"PlayStation" and the "PS" Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 
Some titles have not yet been concept approved by Sony Computer Entertainment America. 

Xbox is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. 

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

© 2002 NFL Properties LLC. Team names and logos are trademarks of the teams indicated. All other 
(NFL-related marks) are trademarks of the National Football League. Officially Licensed product of 
PLAYERS INC. The PLAYERS INC logo is a registered trademark of the NFL players. 
www.nflplayers.com © 2002 PLAYERS INC. 

-- more --
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World Series is a trademark owned by the office of the Commissioner of Baseball and may not be 
reproduced without written consent. Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with 
permission of Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. Visit the official Major League Baseball website at 
MLB.com © MLBPA - Official Licensee, Major League Baseball Players Association. Visit the Players 
Choice on the web at www.bigleaguers.com © SEGA CORPORATION, 2002 © MLBP 2002 I MLBPA 
2002. 

NHL and the NHL Shield are registered trademarks of the National Hockey League. All NHL logos and 
marks and team logos and marks depicted herein are the property of the NHL and the respective teams and 
may not be reproduced without the prior written consent of NHL Enterprises, L.P. © 2002. All rights 
reserved. Officially Licensed Product of the National Hockey League. © NHLP A. NHL 2K3 is an 
Officially Licensed Product of the NRLPA. NRLPA, National Hockey League Players' Association and the 
NHLP A logo are trademarks of the NRLP A and are used under license by Sega of America, Inc. 

The NBA and individual NBA member team identifications used on or in this product are trademarks, 
copyrighted designs and other forms of intellectual property of NBA Properties, Inc. and the respective 
NBA member teams and may not be used, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of NBA 
Properties, Inc. © 2002 NBA Properties, Inc. All rights reserved. 

The "Officially Licensed Collegiate Products" label is the exclusive property of The Collegiate Licensing 
Company. The "Collegiate Licensed Product" label is the property of the Independent Labeling Group. 
NCAA, the NCAA logo, and NCAA Basketball are trademarks or registered trademarks of National 
Collegiate Athletic Association. The NCAA Football logo is a registered trademark of the NCAA licensed 
to NCAA Football USA, Inc. All names, logos, team icons, and mascots associated with the NCAA, 
universities, bowls, and conference are the exclusive property of the respective institutions. Reisman 
Memorial Trophy and likeness of the actual trophy are registered service marks owned by the Downtown 
Athletic Club under registration numbers 936,853 and 935 ,852 respectively. Reisman and Reisman Trophy 
Award are service marks owned by the Downtown Athletic Club of New York City, Inc. 

### 
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SHIN OBI™ 

Platform: 
Genre: 

PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system 
Action 

Ship: Fall 2002 

The legendary ninja returns, hunted by demons, haunted by the dead and hindered by the very 
rage that spurs him on, .. 

Following a massive earthquake, Tokyo lies in ruin as mysterious forces seek out and obliterate 
what is left of the Oboro clan. Players take the role of Hotsuma, leader of the Oboro clan, as he 
battles through the demon-filled streets of a post-apocalyptic Tokyo in search of answers. 

Using a unique stealth-dash technique, Hotsuma has the ability to move from enemy to enemy so 
quickly that a ghostly after-image is left behind. This not only confuses Hotsuma's enemies, but 
is also a key component in chaining attacks together to consecutively destroy hordes of enemies. 
"Ninja Magic" also provides Hotsuma with the upper hand in more desperate situations. In 
addition, Hotsuma has mastered the ability to run along walls, as well as scale buildings to reach 
hidden areas and special foes. 

Features: 
• The long-running series is re-born with next-generation graphics and unlimited gameplay 

freedom 
• New combat techniques allow players to attack enemies in succession 
• Destroy objects to find secret passages, secret items and awesome shortcuts 
• New gameplay mechanics allow players to run along walls, scale buildings and perform 

multiple attacks with a sword or shuriken 
• New forms of Ninja Magic provide much more than just eye candy by rounding out the deep, 

varied gameplay 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit@segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 
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SUPER MONKEY BALL™ 2 

Platform: 
Genre: 
Ship: 

Nintendo GameCube™ 
Party 
Fall 2002 

SEGA is on a roll! The Ultimate Party Game returns, jam-packed with a slew of new Party Games and 
enough simple-to-play fun to keep Nintendo GameCube gatherings going the distance. "Super Monkey 
Ball 2" will once again captivate the casual gamer while challenging more hardcore players. All the fun 
of the original returns, including completely revamped versions of favorite Party Games. "Super Monkey 
Ball 2" includes 12 Party Games, a new Story Mode, more than 150 new Main Game stages and new 
multi-player twists on all the old favorites. 

Features: 
• One to four players can compete, cooperate and collide in 12 addictive Party Games, including six 

brand new games and six revamped versions of old favorites 
• Six all-new Party Games include "Monkey Boat Race," "Monkey Shot," "Monkey Dog Fight," 

"Monkey Tennis," "Monkey Baseball" and "Monkey Soccer" 
• A new Story Mode invites players to explore 10 Monkey Worlds; each World is filled with unique 

themes and incredible visuals 
• Main Game includes more than 150 new stages of puzzling action 

All-New Versions of Classic Party Games: 
• Monkey Race - A kart-inspired party game that challenges players to run laps around bizarre tracks, 

complete with boost strips and power-ups. Intense split-screen action now has extended tracks, more 
obstacles, more power-ups and more computer players, allowing for up to eight racers competing at 
once. 

• Monkey Fight - Equipped with thrusting punching gloves, gamers and their friends attempt to knock 
each other off a floating platform as power-ups fall from the sky. Power struggles become even 
trickier due to crumbling platforms, more obstacles, more power-ups and more interactive elements. 

• Monkey Target - Launch off an enormous ramp and dive-bomb targets for points. Once airborne 
players can unlatch their ball and use the two halves as wings, banking and gliding with ease. 
Monkey Target also features formation flying, more varied landing targets and simultaneous multi
player options. 

• Monkey Billiards - How about a game of nine ball? With simple controls and a dynamic camera 
system, gamers can enjoy an exciting game of genuine pool. Monkey Billiards now includes new 
games including eight ball, rotation and more. 

• Monkey Bowling - Players set the angle, velocity and even the spin of the ball as they go 10 frames 
in a quest for the perfect game. Monkey Bowling is now filled with a variety of different lanes, 
including curved, waved and more. 

• Monkey Golf- Perfected your putting skills at miniature golf? Now it's time to break out the woods 
and smack those irons as you take on Monkey Golf's all-new 18-hole golf course, including sand 
traps, water hazards and the greenest fairways this side of Monkey Palm Springs. 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit@segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 
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TOEJAM & EARLTM III: ALL FUNKED UP 

Platform: 
Genre: 

Xbox™ video game system from Microsoft® 
Adventure 

Ship: Fall 2002 

Description: 
The original alien duo is back in an off-the-wall new adventure. In "ToeJam & Earl III: All 
Funked Up," ToeJam, Big Earl and their hot new homegirl Latisha embark on a mission to 
retrieve the 12 sacred Albums of Funk, stolen by the dysfunctional inhabitants of the planet 
Earth. Gamers will explore sprawling environments as they master the ways of Funk-Fu and 
battle towards the ultimate showdown with the evil Anti-Funk. Along the way, they'll collect 
present power-ups of almost endless variety, take on harrowing side quests and generally get 
down with their bad selves in a massive, wickedly funny adventure. Play solo or grab a homey
the dynamically splitting screen makes it easy for a friend to jump in at any time and double-team 
the clueless Earthlings in style. Either way, gamers are guaranteed an irreverent blend of action, 
risque comedy and out-of-this-world alien attitude. Feel the funk, baby. 

Features: 
• 25 enormous, randomly generated levels to explore, with environments ranging from an 

Urban jungle to lush Swamplands 
• Play solo or as a team - seamless transitions between single and split-screen multiplayer 

action 
• Risque humor punctuates the adventure, as ToeJam and Earl encounter Earthlings ranging 

from scantily-clad hula girls to insane, drill-wielding dentists 
• Collect scores of present power ups to unleash special attacks that bring down the funk on 

enemies 
• Dozens of challenging mini-games and side quests keep gameplay unpredictable and fresh 
• A mountain of inspired in-game voice acting gives all of the characters loads of edgy 

personality 
• More than 40 bass-heavy original songs will get gamers' heads bobbing, with two full-on rap 

music videos starring the three characters 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit @segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 
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PANZER DRAGOON™ ORTA 

Platform: 
Genre: 

Xbox™ video game system from Microsoft® 
Action I Adventure 

Ship: Fall 2002 

Description: 
Years ago, a legacy was born that ruled the skies. As time passed and memory grew dim, distant 
times progressed from History into Legend. Now, the era of human prosperity has come to a 
grinding halt, with all but a few pockets of civilization destroyed by years of devastating battles. 
The population clings precariously to the brink of extinction, scattered across the desolate land, 
living in the darkest age in history. A new Empire rules with an iron grip, and a band of rebels 
begins a revolt in an attempt to become masters of their destiny once again. As the world is 
engulfed in the flames of war, a mysterious Hero on the Dragon becomes mankind's only hope 
and stands alone against the empire. 

This fall, the Dragon will rise again. 

Features: 
• Massive stages of frantic action featuring multiple paths with unique encounters 
• Unleash Berserk Mode special attacks to rain destruction upon enemies 
• Real-time dragon morphing lets players customize their fighting style - each form has unique 

abilities and consequences to the plot 
• High-quality cut-scenes weave a compelling story of war, hope and resurrection 
• Dramatic chase battles pit gamers against powerful enemies in high-speed aerial combat 
• Unlockable sub-quests let players experience the story from the Empire's perspective 
• Multiple weapons, dragon powers and advanced attacks to master 
• Demonstrate perfection in combat to acquire historic Panzer memorabilia in the Gallery 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit@segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce. baer@segaamerica.com 
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CRAZY TAXI™ 3: HIGH ROLLER 

Platform: 
Genre: 

Xbox™ video game system from Microsoft® 
Action I Driving 

Ship: July 2002 

Trade in those fuzzy dice for the real thing, baby - the original king of crazy driving is hitting 
Glitter Oasis. "Crazy Taxi 3: High Roller" brings breakneck speed and wild automotive action to 
America's Playground! Get behind the wheel with one of four new characters, each with their 
own trademark attitude and a new set of wheels. Throw out the rules of the road to make it big, 
with wackier customers, devious shortcuts and even crazier driving moves. Cruise around 
popular locations in and around the city on a quest to amass the highest amount of tips. Whether 
it's making crazy money in Glitter Oasis, conquering the new batch of mini-game challenges or 
trying out new tricks in the old stomping grounds of the West Coast and the Small Apple, "Crazy 
Taxi 3: High Roller" guarantees the best odds to beat the house. 

Features: 
• The action takes place in Glitter Oasis at night - as well as in a revised version of the "Crazy 

Taxi" West Coast course and the Small Apple course from "Crazy Taxi 2" set at night 
• All-new addictive mini-games including Crazy Ring of Fire and Crazy Tornado 
• Four wild new cabbies and vehicles 
• Tons of group customers - each with signature animations and hilarious interactions with the 

drivers 
• Over-the-top hotel destinations like Valhalla, Galaxy and Pax Romana, which dwarf reality in 

their grandeur 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit@segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 
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SEGA GT™ 2002 

Platform: 
Category: 

Xbox™ video game system from Microsoft® 
Driving Simulation I Racing 

Ship: Fall 2002 

Description: 
Prepare for the definitive car racing simulation. "SEGA GT 2002" features more than 125 
current and classic high performance vehicles, created using the exact handling and performance 
specifications from their real-life counterparts. Chronicle Mode puts gamers behind the wheel of 
hot rods from the 60s, 70s and 80s, while the Quick Battle Mode lets players jump right into the 
action with perfectly tuned modem machines. The "SEGA GT 2002 Mode" is where the true test 
lies: win races and collect the necessary cash to buy new cars and upgrade the classics. Gamers 
can even showcase cars in the Virtual Garage alongside trophies and other mementos. With 
astounding vehicle control, incredibly deep gameplay and multiple modes to conquer, "SEGA GT 
2002" is one of the most realistic driving experiences available. 

Features: 
• More than 125 licensed sports cars ranging from classics to current models - better get a 

bigger garage! 
• Handling and performance for each car based on original specifications 
• Quick Battle Mode offers immediate head-to-head split screen racing action 
• Get behind the wheel of cars from the 60s, 70s and 80s in Chronicle Mode 
• Event Races force gamers to perfect their driving techniques if they want to take home an 

award 
• More than 12 tracks and five environments to race in 
• Time Attack Mode, Car Dealerships, Parts Shops and more 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit@segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 
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THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD™ III 

Platform: 
Genre: 

Xbox TM video game system from Microsoft® 
Arcade Shooter 

Ship: Fall 2002 

In "The House of the Dead III," players will defy the undead with shotgun in hand as they 
explore a post-apocalyptic wasteland of unrelenting terror. Fans of the series will thrill to 
beautifully rendered gore, time-sensitive gameplay and a wide variety of branching paths, 
Gamers take out wave after wave of horrific zombies as they travel different routes and advance 
the storyline, uncovering new secrets and hidden areas along the way. The all-new shotgun 
comes in handy when surrounded by an army of undead. Players must use it wisely to take out 
multiple enemies in a single blast as they plow their way through the most exhilarating nightmare 
yet. 

Features: 
• One to two players 
• Huge interactive levels with massive armies of zombies 
• New play mechanics allows players to mow down large groups of enemies all at once 
• Branching paths and a variety of endings add to the replay value 
• Time is now a factor - Dead-eye aim won't mean much unless gamers have the quick trigger

finger to back it up 
• All-new graphics and special effects push the limits of the Xbox 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit@segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 
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BEACH SPIKERS™ 

Platform: 
Genre: 
Ship: 

Nintendo GameCube™ 
Action Sports 
Summer 2002 

Bump! Set! SPIKE! SEGA's "Beach Spikers" delivers intense beach volleyball action for up to 
four players and showcases beautiful female athletes as they battle it out under the fierce summer 
sun. Gamers will have to cooperate and compete as they take control of bikini-clad beauties and 
go two-on-two at the net. 

Transforming its arcade sports heritage into a full-on Nintendo GameCube competition, "Beach 
Spikers" uses dynamic camera angles and extraordinary graphics to pull even the most skeptical 
spectators into the fun. Gamers craving a deeper experience can create their own athlete and 
teammate and enter the all-new World Tour Mode where they'll compete to earn attributes and 
use a mixture of encouragements and insults to develop their teammate's AI. 

Summer is just around the corner, and it looks like the beaches are going to be packed! So pick 
up the controller and kick up some sand with "Beach Spikers." With intuitive controls, fast-action 
gameplay and beautiful female athletes, there's never been a better time to hit the beach! 

Features: 
• World Tour, Arcade, and VS Modes 
• Intensely competitive play for up to four players 
• Mind-blowing graphics and gorgeous character models 
• Play as one of 16 different teams of beautiful, totally customizable female athletes 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit @segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 
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PHANTASY STAR™ ONLINE EPISODE I & II 

Platform: 
Category: 
Ship: 

Description: 

Nintendo GameCube™ 
Online RPG 
Fall 2002 

The award-winning "Phantasy Star Online" sparked a worldwide gaming phenomenon. Now the 
world of PSO is coming to Nintendo GameCube. "Phantasy Star Online Episode I & II" will be 
the first online game available on the Nintendo GameCube, and will feature all-new gameplay 
modes and exclusive new content. The new split-screen feature allows four friends to adventure 
through the main quest, as well as the other gameplay modes, on the same Nintendo GameCube. 
New character classes, weapons, enemies, items and quests are only a portion of the new content 
waiting to be discovered. Episode I includes all of the content from the original PSO and PSO 
ver.2, while Episode II brings an exclusive new full-length adventure to the Nintendo GameCube. 
The evolution of the original revolutionary gaming experience continues. 

Features: 
• "Phantasy Star Online Episode I & II" will be the first online game available on the Nintendo 

GameCube 
• For never-ending adventures, up to four players can cooperate and compete online in normal 

gameplay modes or embark on exclusive downloadable quests 
• New split-screen action lets up to four heroes team up or compete on the same Nintendo 

GameCube 
• All of the content from PSO and PSO ver.2, plus an exclusive new adventure 
• Players can test their endurance with Challenge Mode, or reign as the supreme champion of 

player vs. player combat in Battle Mode 
• Real-time combat against new, more powerful monsters 
• New dungeons and areas to explore, new rare items to find and new quests to complete 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit@segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 
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GUNGRAVETM 

Platform: 
Genre: 

PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system 
Action 

Ship: Fall 2002 

Description: 
"Gungrave" challenges gamers to kick some serious ass as Grave, a long-dead assassin sent back 
to earth to annihilate seemingly endless legions of merciless enemies. Players battle their way 
through massive, destructible areas in over-the-top, anime-inspired action, earning insane special 
attacks and otherworldly power-ups as they embark on a mission of revenge and devastation. 
Featuring destructible environments, hordes of relentless foes and stunning art by anime legend 
Yasuhiro Naito, "Gungrave" is equal parts stylish anime thriller, Hollywood blockbuster and 
heart-pounding action game. Prepare to be blown away. 

Key Features: 
• Massive destructible stages teeming with unrelenting enemies and nightmarish boss 

battles 
• Devastating special attacks and high-powered weaponry provide players with the edge 

they need to survive 
• Vanquish enemies with style to unlock more secret movies and attacks 
• Dramatic movie quality cut scenes showcase original animation from Yasuhiro Naito, the 

creator of the hit series TRIGUN 
• Hours of replay value with dozens of unlockable movies, action figures and more 
• Variable difficulty settings make the game easy to get in to, but mercilessly difficult to 

master 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit@segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 
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SEGA BASS FISHING™ DUEL 

Platform: 
Genre: 

PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system 
Fishing I Sports 

Ship: September 2002 

"SEGA Bass Fishing Duel" redefines the virtual fishing experience. The game focuses on fun, 
carefully balancing the addictive arcade gameplay from the original hit game with an added level 
of realism, including true-to-life lakes and their complete ecologies. The best home fishing series 
gets even better as players go head-to-head against other armchair anglers in new Tournament 
competitions. "SEGA Bass Fishing Duel" includes AI opponents that are more than happy to 
motor out on to the lake and challenge players to go bass for bass in a fishing tournament. What's 
more, the fish are even smarter this time around. Even with 100 lures and the freedom to cast 
anywhere, gamers will have to outwit the fish or lament the "one that got away." 

Features: 
• New split-screen Two-Player Mode - gamers can take to the lake and race to the weight limit 
• Four modes to enjoy: Practice, Tournament, Vs. Computer, and Vs. Two-Player 
• Ultra-realistic graphics with more polygons per scale 
• Brand new fishing areas modeled after their real-life counterparts - beautiful underwater 

environments are stocked with Black Bass, Perch and lush water plants 
• Fully modeled ecology, featuring seasons, time of day, water temperature, weather and wind 
• Colorful cast of AI Anglers - each fisherman has different personalities, strengths and 

weaknesses 
• Unlockable lures and fishing tips 
• The depth of a simulation with an arcade pace and feel 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 

or 

415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit@SEGAamerica.com 

Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@SEGAamerica.com 
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FERRARI® F355™ CHALLENGE 

Platform: 
Genre: 

PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system 
Racing 

Ship: Fall 2002 

Racing fanatics, Ferrari lovers and speed-junkies unite! Prepare for a racing experience so 
immersive and real that it just might make players better - or at least much faster - drivers in real 
life! 

"Ferrari F355 Challenge" is built around recreating and delivering the definitive Ferrari driving 
experience in the world's most prestigious race. "Ferrari F355 Challenge" pushes the envelope in 
terms of beauty and physics, providing a driving environment that responds to every nuance of 
gamers' skills. With graphics enhanced for PlayStation 2, "Ferrari F355 Challenge" provides 
everything players need to push the limits of man and machine on the world's fastest racetracks. 
Even amateur drivers can get up to speed using the unique Assist function to hone their skills 
step-by-step. 

"Ferrari F355 Challenge" is a purist experience that every racing fan can enjoy. 

Features: 
• Five modes of play include Arcade, Championship, Single, Versus and Replay, as well as a 

new Great Driver Challenge racing mode 
• World-renowned racing venues include Long Beach, Suzuka, Monza and more 
• Intuitive Assist function will get drivers of all skill levels up to speed 
• Broadcast style camera angles delivers a realistic gaming experience 
• Players can customize their car's color, ride height, spring rate and more 
• Full Distance Replay captures races in their entirety from multiple camera angles with 

heightened detail 
• High-definition sound and special lighting and graphical effects increase racing realism 
• Two player split screen enables head-to-head competition 

*This game is not yet concept approved. 

Contact: 
Kirsten Merit 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3970 
kirsten.merit@segaamerica.com 

or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America 
415.701.3974 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 
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TM 

SEGA Sports NFL 2K3 

Genre: Sports/Football 
Platforms: 
Ship: 

PlayStation®2, Xbox™ Nintendo GameCube™ 
August 2002 

Emerging bigger, stronger and more determined than ever, "SEGA Sports NFL 2K3" approaches 
the 2002 season destined for greatness. Building upon championship-caliber gameplay and 
presentation, "NFL 2K3" raises the bar with new lifelike player animations, convincing play
calling intelligence, an on-the-fly audible system and a brand new ESPN broadcast system with 
the famous overlays, scores and highlights beloved by all sports fans. And in these days of free 
agency when championships are won or lost in the front office as well as down on the field, "NFL 
2K3's" new easy-to-use Franchise mode gives you total team control as player, coach and general 
manager - track the best players, make the smartest trades and build the most dominant team in 
the league. Complete with all of the updated rosters, new NFL re-alignment changes and 
authentic stadiums redesigned in full 30 for the 2002 season, "NFL 2K3" will deliver the most 
exhilarating gridiron action on the PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system, the Xbox™ 
video game system from Microsoft® and Nintendo GameCube™ this fall! 

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE: 
• ESPN Broadcast Presentation - True to the sports fan, player introductions, game highlights, 

replays, scores and more are displayed in the famous ESPN style. 
• All New Franchise Mode -Track comprehensive player stats and make shrewd trades as you 

build your franchise, while developing your current team and performing on the field each 
week. An intuitive visual presentation makes being a General Manager easier to navigate than 
ever before. 

• Effective Audible System - Call plays just before the snap to catch your opponent off guard. 
"NFL 2K3" eliminates the complexity, making it simple to call a blitz or take advantage of a 
defensive mismatch. 

• Improved Play Calling - Computer opponents use more smarts when calling plays, including 
tough defensive stands when you're attacking in the red zone. 

• Gamers have the ability to draft senior college players from "SEGA Sports NCAA College 
Football 2K3" and have them play into the next season on "NFL 2K3." 

• Next Generation Animation - All the exceptional football moves you expect from the "NFL 
2K" series plus improved stiff arms, last-ditch QB passing, stinging aerial hits, ball stripping 
lunges and many more. 

• Award-Winning Play-by-Play and Commentary -Announcers deliver insightful commentary 
based on game situation, historical references, milestones and other factors, and uses visual 
aides such as a telestrator and dynamic camera angles to illustrate key points. 

• Highly Detailed Player Models - Players look more genuine and lifelike than ever, and with 
more facial models and expressions you'll recognize more of your favorite NFL stars. 

• Redesigned 30 Stadiums - Every NFL stadium is here, authentically reproduced in stunning 
30. From the cheap seats to sidelines crowded with players, coaches and camera crews, no 
detail is overlooked. 

• "NFL 2K3" features all new rosters, uniforms and player ratings for the 2002 season 
including league alignment changes and the addition of the Houston Texans. 

• Compete head-to-head online against players nationwide on the Xbox and PlayStation 2. 

Media Relations: 
Marc Franklin/Cori Barrett 
SEGA of America/Access Communications 
(415) 701-6336/(415) 844-6263 
marc.franklin@segaamerica.com/cbarrett@accesspr.com 

Game Enthusiast Press: 
Anthony Chau 
Visual Concepts, a SEGA Studio 
(415) 507-7609 
achau@vcentertainment.com 
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TM 

SEGA Sports NBA 2K3 

Genre: Sports/Basketball 
Platforms: 
Ship: 

PlayStation®2, Xbox'M and Nintendo GameCube™ 
October 2002 

"SEGA Sports NBA 2K3" powers forward with the kind of improvement that only results from 
an off-season dedicated to perfection. Imagine jump shots so real players actually adjust their 
movement in mid-air based on distance from the hoop and defensive pressure; a passing touch 
that gives you the control to skirt a defender or start a fast break; and dribble moves that let you 
jab left, rock right, crossover, spin and much more. It's all happening on Offense in "NBA 2K3." 
No other game delivers the physical element of basketball like this. Accurate impact from 
collisions, especially hard fouls and authoritative dunks; shot blocking with emphasis on precise 
hand-to-ball contact; and the ability to lunge for the loose ball, even if it means ending up on 
some celebrity's lap. With commentators that analyze strategy, cut scenes portraying lifelike 
player interaction, uniforms that move like real fabric and a brand new ESPN broadcast system 
that wraps it all together, "NBA 2K3" provides the complete and advanced NBA experience. 

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE: 
• ESPN Broadcast Presentation - True to the sports fan, player introductions, game highlights, 

replays, scores and more are displayed in the famous ESPN style. 
• Expanded Passing Game - Control pass type and direction, fake a pass and more. 
• Exciting Low Post Game - Fronting, faking, pivoting and facing up actions, and a total 

control drop step you can use to change direction mid-move. 
• Controlled Rebounding Game - Effectively block out opponents for a better shot at grabbing 

a board. 
• Improved Street Mode - Take any NBA player from any team outside for some playground 

action with detailed environments, animated crowds and variable weather conditions. 
• All-new Franchise Mode - Run your team. Recruit players, hire and fire coaches, develop 

young players, scout foreign talent and assess injuries. 
• Advanced Animation System - Players move naturally and appear more dynamic with 

increased facial detail and lifelike expressions. 
• Redesigned Commentary- More accurate play-by-play, and more in-depth stats and 

performance comparisons. 
• Enhanced Arena Environments - Animated crowds, mascots, and asst. coaches; more music, 

chants, and beats; and effects such as sneaker scuffs on the floor. 
• New Steal Animations and Dribble Moves, and more than 50 new motion captured Dunks. 
• Unique AI Slider Controls give you the power to truly customize your game. 
• Extensive Playbooks with new plays that take advantage of teams' star players. 
• Compete head-to-head online against players nationwide on the Xbox and PlayStation 2. 

Media Relations: 
Marc Franklin/Cori Barrett 
SEGA of America/Access Communications 
(415) 701-6336/(415) 844-6263 
marc.franklin@segaamerica.com/cbarrett@accesspr.com 

Game Enthusiast Press: 
Anthony Chau 
Visual Concepts, a SEGA Studio 
(415) 507-7609 
achau@vcentertainment.com 
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TM 

SEGA Sports NHL 2K3 

Genre: Sports/Hockey 
Platforms: 
Ship: 

PlayStation®2, XboxT" and Nintendo GameCube'M 
October 2002 

More than just familiar faces and numbers, "SEGA Sports NHL 2K3" delivers player realism 
down to size, skill and behavior, resulting in individuals that exhibit accurate styles of play. Now 
grinders battle for pucks in the corners, elite players see the ice and create opportunities and fast 
skaters exploit their speed. The all-new Franchise Mode lets you capitalize on player accuracy to 
develop a team that plays your brand of hockey. Now you can draft hotshot rookies, trade for 
players who compliment your team, compensate for injured players, grab the controller to play 
your games and more. Then put that precision to work on the ice by anchoring lines with key 
players and rotating those lines to create the match-ups you want. Bringing it all together is a new 
ESPN broadcast system where scores, highlights and more, are presented in the network' s famous 
style, putting "SEGA Sports NHL 2K3" in prime position for a repeat season as the leader in 
hockey realism. 

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE: 
• ESPN Broadcast Presentation - True to the sports fan, player introductions, game highlights, 

replays, scores and more are displayed in the famous ESPN style. 
• All New Franchise Mode - Create a team and develop it into a dynasty. Play the roles of 

general manager, coach, scout, player and more. 
• Detailed Player Attributes - Each player is rated in over 50 different categories, resulting in 

unique players that perform like their real-world counterparts. 
• Complete Lines Control - Set and customize lines based upon your own strategy and 

maintain full control over how and when you cycle them. 
• Improved Play Execution - Teammates work together to set up plays and execute strategy. 

Defense-minded teams may trap the zones, while faster teams tend to play a more wide-open 
style. 

• Revamped Special Teams - Tougher power play units will make you think twice about 
committing frivolous penalties. 

• Dynamic Graphics and Lighting - Next-generation technology meticulously displays details 
such as glass reflections, ice texture, uniform fabric and decals. 

• Play-by-play with convincing situational analysis and awareness, improved telestrator and 
more varied game commentary. 

• Over 30 Arenas - All 30 NHL arenas are represented in the game with extras such as a 
Legends arena and an International ice rink. 

• Advanced Physics Engine - Puck movement is more consistent, making passes, shots and 
saves more predictable and realistic. 

Media Relations: 
Marc Franklin/Cori Barrett 
SEGA of America/Access Communications 
(415) 701 -6336/(415) 844-6263 
marc.franklin@segaarnerica.com/cbarrett@accesspr.com 

Game Enthusiast Press: 
Anthony Chau 
Visual Concepts, a SEGA Studio 
(4 15) 507-7609 
achau@vcentertainrnent.com 
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SEGA Sports™ NCAA® College Football 2K3 

Genre: 
Platforms: 

Sports/College Football 
• @ TM . TM 

PlayStat10n 2, Xbox , Nmtendo GameCube 
Ship: July 2002 

Big man on campus - Big-play maker on the field! "SEGA Sports NCAA College Football 2K3" 
backs up great looking player models and animations with All-American pigskin action and custom 
playbooks packed with the exciting plays and formations seen only in the high-flying, hard-hitting 
collegiate game. "NCAA College Football 2K3" recreates the college atmosphere like never before -
from the field, including plays like the wishbone and other triple option formations, to the sidelines, 
with school-specific cheerleaders and mascots, to the stadium, with enthusiastic student rooting 
sections and bands striking up fight songs, and to the presentation, enhanced with a completely new 
ESPN broadcast system. Behind the scenes, it's big-time BCS pressure as you assemble your team 
from the country's top high school prospects, prepare in a rigorous, off-season Spring Practice session 
and endure a competitive Division I-A schedule. Three ranking systems - the Writers Poll, Coaches 
Poll, and BCS Standings - track your team's progress throughout the season and determine which 
teams will be invited to participate in the 25 post-season bowl games. Strive for perfection and the 
spoils of gridiron success are yours - the Heismanrn trophy, a BCS Championship and your shot at 
campus immortality. 

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE: 
• ESPN Broadcast Presentation - True to the sports fan, player introductions, game highlights, 

replays, scores and more are displayed in the famous ESPN style. 
• New "College Look" Player Models and Detailed Animations - Finally, NCAA football 

players with the proportions and physiques of college-aged athletes. 
• Awesome List of Schools and Squads - Choose from more teams than ever before including: 

All 117 Division I-A Teams, Selected Division I-AA Teams and over 20 Hidden Teams 
including National Champions from the past 10 years. 

• Comprehensive Legacy Mode - Assemble your football program from the ground up and 
build a Division I-A powerhouse. 

o Create a school and join the conference of your choice. 
o Compete for the nation's top high school recruits. 
o Develop your squad in the off-season with Spring Practice sessions. 
o Compare your coaching effectiveness with history's greatest college coaches. 

• Gamers will be able to save senior players from "NCAA College Football 2K3" and draft 
them into "NFL 2K3." 

• Roster and Ratings Editor - New player names appear on the backs of their jerseys. 
• Authentic Ranking Systems - Track your team' s performance and its shot at the National 

Title with the Writers Poll, Coaches Poll and BCS Standings. 
• 25 Bowl Games - Compete in the post-season classics including all four BCS games: 

o Fiesta Bowl (the 2003 BCS Championship Game), Rose Bowl, Orange Bowl and the 
Sugar Bowl. 

• Enhanced In-Stadium Effects - Surround yourself with an electrifying campus experience 
with Pep Bands playing 117 individual university fight songs, students in the rooting section 
yelling school chants and cheers and school-specific cheerleaders and mascots with hundreds 
of motion-captured moves. 

• Complete 2002 NCAA Schedules for every Division I-A team. 
• Accurate 2002 Division I-A Rosters and Ratings from the experts at CollegeFootballNews.com. 

Media Relations: 
Marc Franklin/Cori Barrett 
SEGA of America/Access Communications 
(415) 701-6336/(415) 844-6263 
mare. franklin@segaamerica.com/cbarrett@accesspr.com 

Game Enthusiast Press: 
Anthony Chau 
Visual Concepts, a SEGA Studio 
(415) 507-7609 
achau@vcentertainment.com 
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SEGA Sports™ NCAA® College Basketball 2K3 

Genre: Sports/College Basketball 
Platforms: 
Ship: 

Playstation®2, Xbox"" and Nintendo GameCube™ 
Early 2003 

Passion, dedication and purity - these are the foundations of NCAA basketball. SEGA Sports, 
maker of the acclaimed "NBA 2K" series, hits the college hardwood this winter with "NCAA 
College Basketball 2K3." From tip-off at Midnight Madness to the net cutting in New Orleans, 
"NCAA College Basketball 2K3" delivers the complete college hoops experience. Every 
Division I school is here and represented in true college fashion, complete with energetic 
cheerleaders, feisty student sections and spirited bands swaying in the stands, all adding to the 
exciting madness of college hoops. Take the reigns of one of the Division I programs and build a 
modem-day dynasty in Legacy Mode, as you recruit the best crop of young talent throughout the 
nation. Train your squad to run team-oriented motion offenses, overpower teams with high post 
plays and antagonize teams with aggressive full court presses. You call all the shots, from who's 
going to redshirt to what kind of zone press your squad runs. Guide your team through an entire 
season - tune-up in tough pre-season match-ups in preparation for heated conference play where 
every game counts. Take on rival powerhouses like Duke, UCLA and Michigan. Weekly top 25 
and Rating Percentage Index (RPI) rankings track your progress over the course of the season, 
including a bubble watch as tourney time draws near. Will you lead your team to the promised 
land in March and an invite to the Big Dance, or be left dateless come Selection Sunday? 

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE: 
• More than 300 Division I teams. 
• ESPN Broadcast Presentation - True to the sports fan, player introductions, game highlights, 

replays, scores and more are displayed in the famous ESPN style. 
• Comprehensive Legacy Mode -Assemble your hoops program from the ground up and build 

a Division I powerhouse that even Westwood would envy. 
o Create a school and join the conference of your choice. 
o In-depth recruiting model - scout, recruit and sign the country's top high school 

prospects and create the next "Fab Five." 
o Develop your team's offensive and defensive styles. 
o Monitor your coaching successes and failures over the course of a career. 

• Player Editor - New player names appear on the backs of their jerseys. 
• Authentic Ranking Systems - Track your team's performance with weekly top 25 and RP.I. 

rankings, and a bubble watch come tourney time. 
• Classic and Custom Tournaments - Compete in conference tournaments, the classic field of 

64 or create your own custom tournaments from scratch. 
• Immersive College Atmosphere - Authentic college flavor complete with school-specific 

cheerleaders, chants and fight songs. 
• Complete 2002 NCAA Schedules for more than 300 Division I teams. 
• Accurate 2002 Division I Rosters and Ratings. 
• Roleplay Mode - Play as one player the entire game. 
• Compete head-to-head online against players nationwide on the Xbox and the PlayStation 2. 

Media Relations: 
Marc Franklin/Cori Barrett 
SEGA of America/ Access Communications 
(415) 701-6336/(415) 844-6263 
marc.franklin@segaamerica.com/cbarrett@accesspr.com 

Game Enthusiast Press: 
Anthony Chau 
Visual Concepts, a SEGA Studio 
(415) 507-7609 
achau@vcentertainmentcom 
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SEGA Sports™ World Series® Baseball 

Genre: 
Platform: 
Ship: 

Sports/Baseball 
Microsoft Xbox TM 
May 2002 

A fastball with serious heat is coming your way this spring with the release of "SEGA Sports 
World Series Baseball" for the XboxT" video game system from Microsoft®. With amazingly 
detailed player faces along with all the habits, windups and stances of your favorite baseball 
players, this game is capable of going the distance. "World Series Baseball" includes 
awesome new fielding animations like off-balance throws and a broadcast quality 
presentation, with a new two-man booth and new in-game sounds. An expanded Franchise 
Mode, enhanced artificial intelligence and robust stat engine gives "World Series Baseball" a 
depth not found in any other baseball video game. The new Cooperstown Collection TM lets 
you play against some of the greatest baseball players ever to grace the game. 

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE: 
• Completely re-tooled Franchise Mode that creates an incredibly detailed baseball 

universe with a full financial model, the ability to hire coaches and managers, select 
scouts to help you pick the stars of the future, negotiate contracts with current stars 
and more. 

• Improved Gameplay Mechanics - Improved pitch speed and break, super-realistic hit 
balls, refined pitcher/batter duel, awesome new fielding animations and great camera 
action that brings you right into the game. 

• Seasoned AI - Match wits with the CPU - pitch out, lay down bunts, make critical 
substitutions and try to think your way to victory. 

• Create up to twenty-five unique players with the improved Create-a-Player. 
• "SEGA Sports Gold Standard Commentary" - Color commentator Mike Krukow of 

the San Francisco Giants joins the New York Mets' Ted Robinson to bring 
outstanding baseball analysis and play-by-play commentary. 

• New Cooperstown Collection TM License - Play as or against 25 of the greatest players 
ever to lace 'em up including Bob Gibson, Ernie Banks, Reggie Jackson and more. 
Or tum back the clock and play in the old gear of your favorite franchises, such as the 
1941 Brooklyn Dodgers and 1986 Houston Astros. 

• Hundreds of new animations, and detailed player models with lifelike faces featuring 
official MLB head scan technology. 

• Stats And Rosters - Current 2002 rosters and all the real-life statistics of your 
favorite players. Compare season-to-season performance in Franchise Mode to see if 
your squad is on the rise or falling off. 

• All the lineup control of a big league manager - Edit your pitching staff, juggle the 
starting rotation and bullpen, create different batting orders and call players up from 
the minor leagues. 

• Five great modes of play: Exhibition, Season, Playoffs, Home Run Derby™, and 
Franchise, with fantasy drafts in Season and Franchise Modes. 

• Fully Licensed: Every team. Every stadium. Every player. 

Media Relations: 
Marc Franklin/Cori Barrett 
SEGA of America/Access Communications 
(415) 701-6336/(415) 844-6263 
marc.franklin@segaamerica.com/cbarrett@accesspr.com 
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SEGA ®Soccer Slam™ 

Genre: 
Platforms: 
Ship: 

Non-Traditional Sports/Soccer 
PlayStation®2, XboxTM 
Fall 2002 

"SEGA Soccer Slam:" It's a kick-off revolution ... and the pitch will never be the same! A host of 
outrageous teams from across the globe unite on the pitch for intense, three-on-three matches of 
the world's most popular sport. Users will be enticed by thrilling gameplay action involving nasty 
tackles, lethal killer kicks and brilliant spotlight maneuvers. In the unique and deep Quest Mode, 
players take their selected team through a series of matches, unlocking secret stadium locations 
and gaining access to hidden items that improve player attributes. Users will also be able to save 
their enhanced player attributes earned through Quest Mode for use in the other game modes, 
expanding their gameplay exponentially. Alternative gameplay options include Arcade Mode, 
Challenge Mode and a round-robin Tourney Mode with sizzling multiplayer action for up to six 
users. With the built-in Practice Mode, users have the opportunity to become experts in "SEGA 
Soccer Siam's" insane special maneuvers: spotlight shots, deadly killer kicks, dekes, hits, steals, 
headers and special team specific power-up moves. This isn't ordinary soccer. . . and with 
additional user-controlled features such as weather and difficulty levels, players can create the 
ultimate match of champions. 

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE: 
• Fast and Furious Action - 3-on-3 gameplay (plus goalies) on small fields, opens up the field 

for lightning quick rushes, intense battles and high-impact tackles. Special moves include 
deadly killer kicks with Matrix-style cameras, spotlight maneuvers and team specific power
up skills. 

• 5 Ruthless Game Modes - A unique Continental Cup Quest Mode, an Arcade Mode with 
exhibition matches, mix a match and two totally new and addictive mini-games, an added 
Challenge Mode that allows gamers to build teams and compete in a series of special matches 
where you can unlock secret teams, a Tourney mode with sizzling multiplayer action and an 
additional Practice Mode that provides the user with the opportunity to master complex 
moves. 

• Power-ups and Bonuses - Great plays result in dazzling special effects and fantastic team 
specific power-ups that boost player skills. Victories provide access to exotic unlockable 
venues, mystery items that boost player attributes and 3 new secret teams! 

• Detailed Characters - Sophisticated 3D models, individual voices and personalities, facial 
animation and more than 1,000 motion-captured moves, including signature goal celebrations 
and character-specific spotlight kicks bring these unique superstars to life. 

• Realistic Stadium Atmosphere - Fully polygonal "Soccer Slam" fans chant, wave flags, and 
respond to the highs and lows of the on-field action and announcers deliver over 4,000 lines 
of commentary including situation-specific dialogue. 

• User-Friendly Controls - Pick-up-and-play controls make it easy to learn the basics. More 
complex and advanced moves are challenging to master. 

Media Relations: 
Marc Franklin/Cori Barrett 
SEGA of America/Access Communications 
(415) 701-6336/(415) 844-6263 
marc.franklin@segaamerica.com/cbarrett@accesspr.com 
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SEGA Sports™ Tennis 

Genre: 
Platforms: 

Sportsffennis 
Play Station ®2 
Summer 2002 Ship: 

SEGA Sports' acclaimed arcade and Dreamcast™ tennis franchise makes its multi-platform 
debut this summer on the PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system. Choose from 16 
internationally ranked men's and women's tennis players to compete in singles, doubles and even 
mixed doubles matches! The World Tour Mode lets you create and train your players, sign unique 
doubles partners and enter a host of prestigious tournaments. Lob, slice and smash your way to 
victory with intuitive pick-up-and-play controls designed to cater to all levels of gamers. Just 
remember to keep your eye on the ball. "SEGA Sports Tennis'" intense four-player action might 
distract you from noticing the large variety of beautifully rendered stadiums along with the 
multiple playing surfaces. But who could ignore dynamic cross-court shots, diving saves and 
devastating drop shots? Get ready to break out your racket and keep the ball in the PlayStation 2 
court for the most intense tennis action anywhere! 

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE: 
• Choose from 16 internationally ranked men's and women's tennis players including: 

Venus Williams, Serena Williams, Lindsay Davenport, Magnus Norman, Patrick Rafter, 
Yevgeny Kafelnikov, Mary Pierce, Ai Sugiyama, Aranxta Sanchez-Vicario, Alexandra 
Stevenson, Carlos Moya, Tim Henman, Cedric Pioline, Tommy Haas, Thomas Enqvist 
and Monica Seles. 

• Compete in singles, doubles and mixed doubles matches with up to 4 players. 
• Multiple game modes -Tournament Mode, Exhibition Mode and World Tour Mode. 
• Create, train and enter your players in tournaments where you'll compete against top 

ranked opponents around the globe for the #1 world ranking. 
• Stunningly realistic camera angles and replays on lifelike courts featuring multiple 

playing surfaces. 
• PlayStation 2 debut of the world wide arcade and Dreamcast hit, "Virtua Tennis." 

Media Relations: 
Marc Franklin/Cori Barrett 
SEGA of America/Access Communications 
415-701-6336/415-844-6263 
marc.franklin@segaamerica.com/cbarrett@accesspr.com 
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SEGA ® of America, Inc. 
Art Assets and Contact Information: 

Art Assets: 

Press releases, information and art assets are available for download at 
ftp://segapr.segaamerica.com. 

B-roll of SEGA games is also available upon request. 

Press Contacts: 

SEGA Corporate Communications 

Contacts: Gwen Marker 
SEGA of America, Inc. 
415-701-3814 
gwen.marker@segaamerica.com 

SEGA Entertainment Titles: 

Contacts: Kirsten Merit or Bryce Baer 
SEGA of America, Inc. 
(415) 701-3970 I (415) 701-3974 
kirsten.meri t@segaamerica.com 
bryce.baer@segaamerica.com 

SEGA Sports Titles: 

Contacts: Marc Franklin or Shahed Ahmed 
SEGA of America, Inc. 
(415) 701-6336 I (415) 701-3816 
marc.franklin@segaamerica.com 
shahed.ahmed@segaamerica.com 

SEGA Sports Gaming Enthusiast Press inquiries: 

Contact: Anthony Chau 

-or- Molly Fitzpatrick 
Access Communications 
415-844-6230 
molly@accesspr.com 

- or - Chase 
Access Communications 
(415) 844-6289 
chase@accesspr.com 

- or - Cori Barrett 
Access Communications 
(415) 844-6263 
cbarrett@accesspr.com 

Visual Concepts Entertainment, a SEGA Studio 
(415) 507-7609 

Other inquires: 

Contact: 

achau@vcentertainment.com 

Access Communications 
(415) 904-7070 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contacts: 
Jenny Rees/Peter Nguyen 
Access Communications for Sega.com 
415-844-6251/415-844-6215 
jrees@accesspr.com/pnguyen@accesspr .com 

SEGA.COM ENTERS WIRELESS GAMING MARKET 
WITH THE LAUNCH OF SEGA MOBILE 

• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 

Sega Mobile is Set to Lead the Wireless Interactive Gaming Market with Their Rich 
Video Game Heritage, Extensive Wireless Experience in Japan 

SAN FRANCISCO -April 18, 2002- Sega.com, Inc., the network entertainment 

company integrating Internet technology with innovation, today announced the launch of 

Sega Mobile, a new division of Sega.com dedicated to bringing the thrills and excitement 

of Sega gaming to cellular phone and PDA users in North America. Taking advantage of 

the phenomenal successes of the mobile gaming market in Japan and the burgeoning 

wireless and 3G network adoption in North America, Sega Mobile is well positioned to 

lead the market in wireless gaming content. 

"Staying true to our history of innovation in the gaming industry, Sega.com 

continues to push the boundaries and expand the video game market into new territories 

with the launch of the Sega Mobile division," said Mr. Ryoichi Shiratsuchi, CEO of 

Sega.com and general manager of Sega Mobile Japan. "Bringing great Sega content to 

wireless platforms is another step toward Sega.com's goal of bringing networked gaming 

to all devices and thereby extending the pastime to mainstream audiences across the 

world." 

Sega Mobile draws upon both Sega's heritage in the video game industry and its 

current successes in the Japanese wireless gaming market. Relying on the experience that 

comes from more than 2.5 million subscribers to wireless games and other entertainment 

related content in Japan, Sega Mobile is well prepared to lead the next wave in gaming in 

the U.S. Wireless gaming is widely expected to take off in the next few years, with 

Ovum, a leading analyst and consulting company, estimating that the global revenue for 

wireless gaming will reach $4.4 billion by 2006, up from $124 million in 2001. 
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Sega Mobile is tapping into Sega's extensive content library launching classic 

titles such as Pengo, Flicky, Puyo Puyo, and Monaco GP. Beginning this summer, Sega 

Mobile will be bringing the hit title Monkey Ball to wireless devices nationwide. 

Appealing to the more mainstream wireless user with familiar and fun content, Sega 

Mobile will round out the launch repertoire of games by publishing new puzzle, sports 

and entertainment titles. 

Sega Mobile is led up by Mr. Shiratsuchi, a 23-year veteran of the IT industry. 

Since 1999, Mr. Shiratsuchi has been part of the Sega family, working to bring online and 

networked games and community to gamers around the world. 

About Sega Mobile 
Sega Mobile (www.sega.com/mobile), a division of Sega.com, is an interactive gaming 
division that is dedicated to bringing the thrills and excitement of networked gaming to 
cellular phone and PDA users in North America. The new division consists of Publishing, 
Content delivery, and Marketing teams solely focused on providing innovative, unique 
and classic content for the mobile market. 

About Sega.com, Inc 
Sega.com, Inc. (www.sega.com) is a network entertainment company that integrates 
Internet technology with innovation while leveraging a video game heritage dating back 
more than 50 years. Sega.com also built SegaNet www.seganet.com the only high-speed 
online console gaming network and community destination for gamers. Sega.com is 
dedicated to bringing the technology and content required for networked entertainment to 
game developers and game players alike, leveraging the network possibilities for a 
multitude of devices including game consoles, cellular phones and PDAs. 

### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contacts: 
Peter Nguyen /Jenny Rees 
Access Communications for Sega.com 
415-844-6215/415-844-6251 
pnguyen@accesspr.com/jrees@accesspr.com 
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SEGA.COM TO OFFER TOOLS, TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES FOR THE 
ONLINE VIDEOGAME MARKET 

World's First Online Console Gaming Network Company Shares Its Secrets with 
Developers and Console-Makers; Unveils SNAP, Sega Network Application Package 

SAN FRANCISCO - May 21, 2002- Sega.com, Inc., the network entertainment 

company integrating Internet technology with innovation, today announced SNAP, a 

comprehensive set of products and services for videogame developers looking to move 

their own games into the multi-platform, online realm. With 60 millions Americans 

expected to play online games this year1, SNAP offers game developers an end-to-end, 

affordable solution to the expensive prospect of bringing games to the Net across 

multiple platforms with different sets of rules. SNAP is customizable to any developer's 

needs from middleware and hosting to customer service and quality assurance. SNAP 

will be sold through Value-Added Resellers (VARs) and Sega.com directly. 

"Having built the first online console gaming network including support for 

dozens of first party and third party games via infrastructure solutions, toolsets and 

customer service, we are poised to lead the next wave of console developers online," said 

Mr. Ryoichi Shiratsuchi, CEO of Sega.com and general manager of Sega of Japan, 

Network Division. "By sharing our hard-won experience with developers and console

makers alike, we will help bring higher quality games to consumers faster, more 

efficiently and at lower cost." 

SNAP client software can run on virtually any gaming platform currently 

available and will take advantage of more than 100 scalable servers, already installed 

across the U.S. 

1 According to market research firm IDC 
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SNAP features include: 

Custom Transport: optimized for gameplay, this component allows for quick and 

flexible communications making it the fastest gaming network technology on the market 

Community Building Tools: offers matchmaking, secure online identity, text and voice 

chat, player directories, ladders, tournaments, and rankings 

Scalable Servers: components conform to both small and large capacities with simple 

transitions in between 

Resource Management: offers a clear view of network status and usage on the server

side and configuration management, including automatic updating and patching, on the 

client-side 

Security: advanced encryption ensures that cheaters never win; global authentication 

system ensures universal identity 

State of the Art Connection Management: mitigating the effects of Internet latency, a 

built-in prioritization and stream management system allows voice and game data to 

coexist 

In addition, Sega.com will offer SNAP developer services and support including 

server hosting and maintenance, billing service, technical support and consulting, 

marketing and community support, customer support and quality assurance. 

Sega.com's first customers are Sega's own studios. For console online gaming, 

Sega.com will host servers and more for Sega Sports™ NFL 2K3 and Phantasy Star 

Online™: Episode I & II this fall on PlayStation 2 and Gamecube, respectively. 

For more information please visit www.sega.com/business. 

About Sega.com, Inc 
Sega.com, Inc. (www.sega.com) is a network entertainment company that integrates 
Internet technology with innovation while leveraging a video game heritage dating back 
more than 50 years. Sega.com also built SegaNet the only high-speed online console 
gaming network and community destination for gamers. Sega.com is dedicated to 
bringing the technology and content required for networked entertainment to game 
developers and game players alike, leveraging the network possibilities for a multitude of 
devices including game consoles, cellular phones and PDAs. 

### 
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CONTACTS: 

Jenny Rees/Peter Nguyen 
Access Communications for Sega.com 
415-844-6251/415-844-6215 
jrees@accesspr.com/pnguyen@accesspr .com 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Nancy Sherrer 
Sprint Media Relations 
913-762-7032/ 913-706-9051 (PCS) 
nsherr02@mail. sprintpcs .com 

SEGA MOBILE AND SPRINT ANNOUNCE STRATEGIC ALLIANCE FOR 
GROWING WIRELESS GAMES MARKET 

Top-selling Console Game Brand Goes Mobile: Plans to Install Monkey Ball 
on Sprint Third-Generation (3G)-enabled PCS Phones; More Sega Titles expected this 

summer on the Sprint Third Generation Network 

LOS ANGELES - (May 20, 2002)- At this year's Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3), 

May 22 - 24, the leading brands in wireless and networked gaming are taking center 

stage. Sega Mobile, a division of Sega.com, Inc. dedicated to bringing Sega content to the 

mobile market in North America, announced today the formation of a strategic alliance 

with Sprint (NYSE: FON, PCS), which operates the largest all-digital, nationwide 

network and is the fastest growing wireless carrier. Sega will leverage its popular 

franchises and extensive gaming legacy to deliver the best in mobile gaming content for 

the highly anticipated Sprint Third Generation Network launching nationwide this 

summer. Sega Mobile will bring one of the first full-color mobile games to Sprint 

wireless customers with the launch of the hit title Monkey Ball. 

"The Sprint Third Generation Network enables the transformation of mobile 

games from the text-based experience of today to a graphic, full-color experience of 

console-brand games available through Sprint on its 3G-enabled PCS phones," said Chip 

Novick, vice president of consumer marketing for Sprint's PCS division. "When Sprint 

launches recognizable games like Monkey Ball from a top provider like Sega on its 3G 

Network this summer, you will inevitably see more and more Sprint customers moving 

their phones from their ears to their eyes as they get a little game action on the go." 
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Plans include enabling Sprint customers to be able to choose from a host of 

additional Sega games, including classic titles such as Pengo, Flicky, Puyo Puyo, and 

Monaco GP. Sega Mobile plans to continually update its game line-up and round out its 

repertoire by publishing new titles in a variety of genres, such as puzzles and sports. 

"More than 400,000 mobile phone users in Japan currently enjoy wireless gaming 

from Sega Mobile of Japan, and gaming is consistently ranked among the top three 

services for wireless users. The customer demand is evident," said Ryoichi Shiratsuchi, 

CEO Sega Mobile. "To take advantage of these markets, we are aggressively pursuing 

partnerships with leading wireless access providers such as Sprint." 

The Sprint Third Generation Network is scheduled to launch this summer. At 

launch, Sprint expects faster wireless data speeds and enhancements for existing 

applications and services when using a 3G enabled device. Sprint's 3G technology also 

establishes a platform for later releases of new and more robust applications as data 

speeds increase including enhanced games, video and audio clips, enhanced messaging, 

email with attachments, high-speed Internet browsing and digital imaging. Specifically 

for games, 3G enables Sprint to move the game experience from the text-based games of 

today to graphic, full-color brand name games on 3G-enabled PCS Phones using the Java 

2 platform, Micro Edition (J2ME™). 

For more information, please visit www.segamobile.com and www.sprint.com/mr. 

For screenshots visit ftp://ftp.accesspr.com/PUBLIC/Sega.com/Sega Mobile/ 

About Sega Mobile 
Sega Mobile (www.segamobile.com), a division of Sega.com, is an interactive gaming 
division that is dedicated to bringing the thrills and excitement of networked gaming to 
cellular phone and PDA users in North America. The new division consists of Publishing, 
Content delivery, and Marketing teams solely focused on providing innovative, unique 
and classic content for the mobile market. 

About Sega.com, Inc 
Sega.com, Inc. (www.sega.com) is a network entertainment company that integrates 
Internet technology with innovation while leveraging a video game heritage dating back 
more than 50 years. Sega.com also built SegaNet the only high-speed online console 
gaming network and community destination for gamers. Sega.com is dedicated to 
bringing the technology and content required for networked entertainment to game 



developers and game players alike, leveraging the network possibilities for a multitude of 
devices including game consoles, cellular phones and PDAs. 

About Sprint 
Sprint is a global communications company serving more than 26 million business and 
residential customers in over 70 countries. With approximately 80,000 
employees worldwide and more than $26 billion in annual revenues, Sprint is widely 
recognized for developing, engineering and deploying state of the art network 
technologies, including the United States' first nationwide all-digital, fiber-optic network. 
Sprint's award-winning Tier 1 Internet backbone is being extended to key global 
markets to provide customers with a broad portfolio of scalable IP products. 
Sprint's high-capacity, high-speed network gives customers fast, dependable, nonstop 
access to the vast majority of the world's Internet content. Sprint also operates the largest 
100-percent digital, nationwide PCS wireless network in the United States, already 
serving the majority of the nation's metropolitan areas, including more than 4,000 cities 
and communities. 

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION 
This news release includes certain estimates, projections and other forward-looking statements. Future 
performance cannot be ensured. Actual results may differ materially from those in the forward-looking 
statements. The words "estimate," "project," "intend," "expect," "believe" and similar expressions are 
intended to identify forward-looking statements. You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking 
statements, which speak only as of the date of this news release. Sprint is not obligated to publicly release 
any revisions to forward-looking statements to reflect events after the date of this news release or 
unforeseen events. 

Sprint provides a detailed discussion of risk factors in periodic SEC filings. 

### 



May 22, 2002 

March 23, 2002 

February 26, 2002 

February 25, 2002 

February 9, 2002 

January 19, 2002 

December 29, 2001 

November 20, 2001 

November 6 , 2001 

October 10, 2001 

September 6, 200 l 

May 17, 2001 

March 31 , 2001 

January 3 l , 200 l 

SEGA® showcases second-generation of blockbuster game 
lineup for all new next-generation consoles at the Electronic 
Entertainment Expo (E3) and illustrates its power as leading 
platform agnostic content publisher 

"Virtua Fighter™ 4" for PlayStation®2 is the top-selling video 
game in the country; Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine calls 
"Virtua Fighter 4" the "Best Fighting Game Ever Made" 

"JSRF-JetSetRadioFuture™" is one of the top-selling titles 
for XboxTM in its first week at retail 

"Sonic Adventure™ 2 Battle" tops the GameCube TM 

sales charts 

"SonicAdvance™" is the top-sel ling title on Game 
Boy® Advance 

"SEGASports™NBA2K2," SEGA's first title available on all 
three new next-generation consoles, is the # 1 selling 
basketball title on PlayStation®2 in its first week at retail 

SEGA sells-through all DreamcastTM hardware officially exiting 
the hardware business with a final U.S. install base of 
4 .2 million 

SEGA ships first multi-platform title "SEGA Sports™ NFL 21<2" 
first to PlayStation®2 and later to Xbox TM 

SEGA ships first title for a new, next-generation console -
"Super Monkey Ball™" for Nintendo GameCubeTM 

SEGA announces co-publish ing alliance with THQ to bring 
SEGA titles to Game Boy® Advance 

SEGA shows first multi-platform SEGA Sports TM titles; 
announces plans to bring all key sports to all key platforms 

SEGA shows multi-platform content for the first time at the 
Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3); announces titles in 
development for all new next-generation consoles 

SEGA finalizes partnerships will all video game hardware 
companies - Nintendo®, Sony® and Microsoft® 

SEGA announces that it will transition from hardware 
manufacturer to platform agnostic content publ isher 
Sources: all soles figures from NPD TRSTS 



Tetsu Koyama 

Peter Moore 

Chris Gilbert 

Shinobu Toyoda 

Leonard Slootmaker 

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
Koyama is responsible for SEGA's business initiatives 
worldwide. Koyama is currently focused on re-engineering the 
company on a global scale and building SEGA into the 
number one global content publisher. [Koyama also holds the 
position of Chief Operating Officer for SEGA Corporation.] 

President and Chief Operating Officer 
A member of SEGA's global strategic management team, 
Moore is responsible for SEGA's video game business in 
North America . In 200 l , Moore successfully led SEGA of 
America's transition from a hardware manufacturer into a 
platform agnostic content publisher. Moore is currently focused 
on growing the company into the leading publisher of 
interactive entertainment. Moore serves on the executive 
board of directors for the Interactive Digital Software 
Association (IDSA) . 

Executive Vice President of Sales, Marketing 
and Operations 
Gilbert oversees the company's sales and marketing strategy 
in North America including pricing, forecasting, distribution 
channels, product marketing, promotions, market research and 
customer support. Gilbert is currently focused on refining 
SEGA's sales, marketing and distribution strategies to reflect 
the company's growth . 

Executive Vice President of Content Strategy and 
Business Development 
Responsible for strategic product planning , business 
development and licensing for SEGA in N orth America, 
Toyoda has been a key board member of the SEGA global 
management team since 1989. Toyoda played a critical role 
in the formation of SEGA initiatives including the SEGA 
Channel and SEGA Entertainment Inc., and served as a trustee 
for the SEGA Foundation. Toyoda is currently building the 
company's development resources and licensing opportunities. 

Executive Vice President of Corporate Resources and 
General Counsel 
Responsible for a ll of SEGA's legal affairs in North America, 
Slootmaker also oversees a ll aspects of human resources, 
faci lities and information technology for SEGA of America . 
Bringing more than 30 years legal experience to SEGA, 
Slootmaker works to protect and develop the company's 
intellectual property and grow the organization into its new 
role as a leading content publisher. 



Kenji Sasaki 

Shun Arai 

~ 
Srliilebit 

Yuji Naka 

~SONIC" 
If.STEAM 

Tetsuya Mizuguchi 

SEGA ROSSO, CO. LTD., President 
Heading up one of SEGA's hottest arcade studios, Sasaki has 
been a leading SEGA arcade developer since 1994. Creator 
of hit arcade games including "SEGA Rally™ 2," 
" NASCAR Arcade™" and "Star Wars: Racer Arcade™," 
Sasaki 's most recent console titles include "Cosmic Smash TM " 

and " Initial D Arcade Stage™." 

SMILEBIT CORPORATION, President 
The developer who pioneered the "eel-shading" style of 
graphics in video games, Arai is best known for the unique 
creations "Jet Grind Radio™" and recently released "JSRF - Jet 
Set Radio Future™" for Xbox™. With SEGA since 1985, Ara i 
is also the creator of "Hundred Swords™," the "Let's Make a 
Professional Baseball/Soccer Team" series and the graphically 
stunning "GUNVALKYRIE™." Sure to be Smilebit's next big hit, 
Arai is currently leading development of the eagerly awaited 
"Panzer Dragoon™ ORTA" for Xbox™. 

SONICTEAM, LTD., President & CEO 
One of the industry's leading developers, Naka is best known 
as the creator of "Son ic The Hedgehog®." Recipient of 
numerous awards worldwide, Naka is the creative genius 
beh ind industry greats including "F 16 Fighting Falcon™, " 
"Nights™," "Burning Rangers™, ' "ChuChu Rocket!™," 
"Samba de Amigo™" and the notable "Phantasy Star™ 
Online," the first ever global online RPG that sparked a 
gaming phenomenon. Adding to his many achievements, 
Naka was recently awarded the 2002 Lifetime Achievement 
Award from the International Game Developers 
Association (IDGA) . 

UNITED GAME ARTISTS, INC., President 
Widely recognized as one of the industry's biggest innovators, 
Mizuguchi is best known for his genre-defying games "Space 
Channel 5™" and the recent "Rez™" for PlayStation® 2. With 
roots as one of SEGA's premier racing game studios, Mizuguchi 
is also the creator of hit arcade games "Kome Kome Ride™," 
"SEGA Rally Championship™" and SEGA Touring Car 
Championship™." Creating games for over 10 years, 
Mizuguchi and his studio were recently recogn ized for "Rez" 
with several awards from Edge Magazine and a 2002 Game 
Innovation Spotlight Award from the International Game 
Developers Association (IDGA) . 



Yu Suzuki 

Toshihiro Nagoshi 

Hisao Oguchi 

~Hilmaker· 

Noriyoshi Ohba 

@VERW@:IRKS~ 

SEGA-AM2, CO. LTD., Chief Technical Officer 
Recognized worldwide as one of the forefathers of electronic 
enterta inment for his contributions in computer animation and 
3D graphics, Suzuki is the creator of "HANG ON™," 
"Outrun™" and "Space Harrier™, " the world 's first real-time 
simulation arcade games. In addition, Suzuki also created 
"Virtua Fighter™," the first-ever 3D fighting game and the 
only video game permanently on display at the Smithsonian 
Institution 's Permanent Research Collection on Information 
Technology Innovation . Developing games for almost 20 
years, Suzuki has been recognized for his many genre
breaking games including "AFTER BURNER™," 
"F355 Challenge™," "Shenmue™" and most recently 
"Virtua Fighter™ 4" for PlayStation®2 , which was named the 
"Best Fighting Game Ever Made" by Official U.S. 
PfayStation Magazine. 

AMUSEMENT VISION, President 
With roots in the arcade, Nagoshi is the creator of "Daytona 
USA™," one of the most successful arcade games of all time, 
and "Virtua Striker™," the first 3D soccer video game. A key 
SEGA developer since 1989, Nagoshi also lead the development 
of popular arcade hits "SpikeOut™," "SlashOut™" and 
"Planet Harriers™." Now focused on both arcade and console 
games, Nagoshi 's most recent project, "Super Monkey Ball™" for 
Nintendo GameCube™ has received numerous industry 
accolades worldwide. Nagoshi is currently working on 
"Super Monkey Ball™ 2" and "F-ZERO®, a title in 
collaboration with Nintendo® . 

HITMAKER, CO. LTD., President 
A leading SEGA developer since 1983, Oguchi is best known 
for his hit games including the "Crazy Taxi™" franchise, 
"Confidential Mission™" and "Virtua Tennis™." Oguchi is also 
the creator of arcade masterpieces "Virtual ON™" and 
"Top Skater™," as well as arcade and console hits 
"Last Bronx™," "The Lost World™," and "Manx TI™." His 
most recent creation , "Crazy Taxi™ 3 : High Roller" for Xbox™ 
is scheduled for release in summer 2002 . 

OVERWORKS, LTD., President 
SEGA's role playing game (RPG) and simulation game (SLG) 
authority, Ohba has created some of the most recognized 
RPG's and SLG's in the industry includ ing "Skies of Arcadia™" 
and the "Sakura Wars™" series . Ohba is also the creator of 
action games including "Revenge of Shinobi™" and 
"Streets of Rage™." Ohba is currently working on the highly 
anticipated "Shinobi™" for PlayStation® 2. 



Yukio Aoyama 

Charles Bellfield 

James Harris 

Bryan Miller 

Mike Fischer 

Tom Nichols 

Chief Financial Officer 
Responsible for the overall financial strategy of SEGA's 
business in North America, Aoyama oversees financial 
strategy, planning and reporting and works as the primary 
financial liaison between SEGA of A merica and Tokyo, Japan
based SEGA Corporation . 

Vice President of Strategic Planning and Corporate Affairs 
Bellfield is responsible for corporate strategy and development 
for SEGA's video game business in North America, and 
driving that strategy among SEGA companies and existing and 
future SEGA partners. In addition, Bellfield oversees corporate 
affairs, investor relations and corporate communications 
helping to establish the company as the leading publisher of 
interactive entertainment. 

Vice President of Sales 
Overseeing all sales, sales service and channel marketing for 
SEGA's products in North America, Harris is responsible for 
the development of annual sales plans and pricing strategies, 
managing retailer relations and overseeing SEGA's North 
American sales force. With 20 years experience in the 
consumer electronics market, Harris is focused on building 
SEGA's sales initiatives across all new next-generation 
consoles. 

Vice President of Finance and Controller 
Miller is responsible for the financial p lanning and operations 
for the company's video game business in North America . 
Miller helps to set financial strategy and oversees all areas of 
accounting, credit, collections, tax and payroll. 

Vice President of Entertainment Marketing 
Responsible for all product marketing initiatives for SEGA's 
entertainment properties in North America, Fischer oversees 
channel marketing, advertising, events, promotions and public 
relations for all of SEGA's character-based, action, adventure, 
ro le-playing, fighting, driving and puzzle games. 

Group Director of Sports Marketing 
Nichols is responsible for product marketing efforts in N orth 
America for the SEGA Sports™ brand and its franchises . 
With more than l 0 years software marketing experience, 
Nichols oversees licensing, channel marketing, advertising, 
events, promotions and public relations for SEGA Sports 
branded products. 



Greg Thomas 

V I S UAL C ONCEPT S 

Yukifumi Makino 

Rikiya Nakagawa 

VISUAL CONCEPTS ENTERTAINMENT, President 
The mastermind behind the acclaimed 
"SEGA Sports™ NFL 2K, " "SEGA Sports™ NBA 2K" and the 
"SEGA Sports™ World Series® Baseball 2K" series, Thomas is 
the creator of some of the world 's most authentic sports 
simulation games. Thomas is well known for the 
groundbreaking animations and realistic sports mechanics that 
have become the trademark of SEGA Sports™ branded games 
and continue to raise the bar in sports gaming. The first to 
bring sports console games online with 
"SEGA Sports™ NFL 2Kl ,"Thomas is currently creating SEGA 
Sports games for the new next-generation consoles and is 
committed to bringing all key sports to all key platforms. 
Thomas a lso oversees the creation of various entertainment 
titles including the highly anticipated 
"ToeJam & Earl™ Ill : All Funked Up" for Xbox™. 

WAVEMASTER, INC., President 
A veteran of the game music industry, Makino is the musical 
genius behind SEGA's game music stud io . Creating some of 
the most memorable scores in gaming history, Makino's 
studio has directed and produced some of SEGA's most 
famous soundtracks includ ing "Sonic CD™," "Nights™," 
"Panzer Dragoon™" and "Space Channel 5™," as well as 
original tracks for SEGA's acclaimed "Jet Grind Radio™" 
and "JSRF -Jet Set Radio Future™. " 

WOW ENTERTAINMENT, INC., President 
Recognized as one of the industry's top arcade developers, 
Nakagawa's experience and originality have also translated 
into numerous console hits including "GOLDEN AXE™," 
"Altered Beast™," "SEGA Bass Fishing™" and " Home Run 
King™." A pioneer in the 3D graphics shooter genre, 
Nakagawa is best known as the creator of SEGA's wildly 
popular "THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD™" franchise. Nakagawa 
heads up SEGA's oldest development studio and is currently 
working on "SEGA Bass Fishing™ DUEL, " "SEGA GT™ 2002" 
and "THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD™ Ill" , which is currently 
being made into a major motion picture. 
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